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Indiana University South Bend 
MISSION STATEMENT 

November 2004 

Indiana University South Bend is the only public, comprehensive, undergraduate and 

graduate degree-granting institution ofhigher education in north central Indiana. The 

university is committed to excellence in technology-enhanced teaching, learning, and 

scholarship, supported by a solid core ofhighly qualified faculty and staff dedicated to 

helping a diverse body of residential and non-residential students succeed at the 

university and in life. IU South Bend is distinguished by collaborative learning among 

students and faculty in a wide range of strong liberal arts and sciences and professional 

disciplines, including acclaimed programs in the fine and performing arts, and nursing 

and health professions; and a commitment to enhancing diversity and a global perspective 

by providing a rich array of programs to attract and support underrepresented and 

international students. The university and its graduates have a significant impact on the 

economic growth and cultural vitality ofnorth central Indiana and surrounding states. 

Passed by the IV South Bend Academic Senate on November 19, 2004 

as part ofthe Mission Differentiation Project. 
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Indiana University South Bend 
MISSION 

November 2004 

PURPOSE 
Indiana University South Bend, the only public, comprehensive, undergraduate and graduate 
degree-granting institution ofhigher education in north central Indiana, is committed to serving a 
diverse population of residential and nonresidential students by providing quality technology-
enhanced educational programming based on a strong liberal arts and sciences foundation, and to 
promoting the economic, social, and cultural well-being of the region. 

IV South Bend is dedicated to a comprehensive general education curriculum that fosters verbal, 
mathematical, and visua1literacies; disciplined inquiry; and critical thinking across all 
disciplines. 

IV South Bend is committed to enhancing economic development in north central Indiana by 
providing academic programs that meet the needs of students, and by responding to unique 
regional economic trends and service/manufacturing employment needs. IU South Bend also 
serves and enriches the region as a forum for discussion and civic engagement, as a showcase for 
the arts, and through community partnerships and consultancies. 

The university strives to respond decisively to the growing demand for graduate degree programs 
and to assure statewide access to IU South Bend distinctions in faculty/student collaboration, 
programs that enhance diversity and provide a global perspective, the arts, and in the nursing and 
health professions. 

PROGRAMS 
The university offers a wide variety of liberal arts and science, fme and performing arts, and 
accredited professional undergraduate and graduate degree programs each characterized by a 
strong liberal arts and science foundation. 

IV South Bend offers associate degrees that are embedded in bachelor's degree programs and a 
few select associate degree programs that respond to specific community needs. IU South Bend 
has few remedial courses, reflecting its intention to seek and admit a student body well-prepared 
for collegiate study. 

Additional graduate degree programs, professional school doctoral programs, expanded distance 
learning opportunities, and inter-institutional degree offerings are driven by community need and 
faculty expertise. 

ADMISSIONS 
IU South Bend follows moderately selective admissions policies. At the undergraduate level, 
completion of the CORE 40 degree with at least a C average in CORE 40 courses is a required 
admissions criterion for recent high school graduates. Applicants who have been out of high 



school for more than three years must have graduated from high school with a cumulative grade 
point average of at lease 2.0 on a 4.0 scale. Admission to graduate programs is degree-specific. 

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT 
IV South Bend supports development of campus residential and student life programs and 
activities that promote a university community where students, living and learning together, have 
a wide range of opportunities to experience academic, cultural and social growth. Students are 
also encouraged to reach beyond campus boundaries to become engaged in internships, civic 
programs, volunteer services, and classroom consultation projects. 

SCHOLARSIDP AND RESEARCH 
To fully realize its teaching and learning mission, to support its standards of teaching excellence, 
and to provide students with a high quality undergraduate experience, IU South Bend maintains 
high expectations for faculty research, scholarship, and/or creative activity. 

The IU South Bend faculty is committed to teaching that engages students in the joy of 
researching and expanding the knowledge base of their academic area. The university especially 
values research activity as a vehicle for "active learning." IU South Bend students are actively 
involved in group and individual research projects and field studies, collaborative faculty/student 
research, faculty guided independent study, and experiential and service learning projects and 
internships. 

AREAS OF DISTINCTION 
Distinctiveness in Faculty/Student Collaboration 
Because of its faculty-to-student ratio and small class size, IU South Bend is uniquely able to 
provide active and collaborative partnerships between students and faculty in the classroom, in 
the laboratory, and in the field. 

Distinctiveness in Enhancing Diversity and a Global Perspective 
A growing population of underrepresented and international students, supported by a wide array 
of programs, provides an important dimension to a campus community committed to 
understanding diversity and world cultures. 

Distinctiveness in the Arts 
The Ernestine M. Raclin School of the Arts is home to acclaimed programs in music, sculpture, 
and the fme and performing arts that attract world class faculty and talented students. 

Distinctiveness in Nursing and Health Professions 
The present and future quality and growth ofhealth care in north central Indiana is intimately 
linked to IU South Bend. The combination of cutting-edge clinical facilities, faculty preparation, 
and unique curricular offerings at Indiana University South Bend offer opportunities for students 
ofnursing from across the state to access a distinct educational experience. 
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Question #1. Is there currently consistency between written campus admissions policies 
and practices? Should admissions standards be changed in any way to achieve the student 
body profile the campus wishes to serve, given its stated mission and program focus? 

Current moderatelv selective admissions policies are consistent with the initiatives, stated 
mission, and program focus ofIU South Bend. Established policies are strictly adhered to in 
practice. In fall 2003, Chancellor Una Mae Reck established the Enrollment Management 
Advisory Committee to advise her on enrollment strategic planning goals and initiatives 
including enrollment mix, the enrollment research agenda, enrollment analysis, marketing and 
branding, recruitment, admissions, retention, scholarships, financial aid, service, and institutional 
change resulting in increased enrollment and retention, and an increase in the proportion of full-
time students. 

For the 2004 fall semester, IV South Bend showed the largest percentage gain in enrollment and 
credit hours ofall IV campuses. Enrollment jumped 3 percent over last year and credit hours 
increased 4.1 percent. IV South Bend is poised to initiate focused strategies that will help us 
meet our goals of increasing the percentage ofhigh achieving, underrepresented, full-time, 
international, residential, transfer, and graduate students attending IV South Bend. 

South Bend is the economic center for the region commonly referred to as Michiana, including 
St. Joseph, Berrien, and Cass counties in Michigan. As the only public comprehensive university 
in Michiana, the university must expand residential housing options, recruiting boundaries, and 
in-state tuition assessment to include southwestern Michigan counties ifwe are to fulfill our 
mission in the region. 

Undergraduate Programs 
Undergraduate admissions practices are consistent with the Indiana Commission for 
Higher Education recommendation that four-year regional campuses require the CORE 40 
diploma as a criterion for admission. All student applicants who are graduating, or who have 
graduated within the past three years, from an Indiana high school with a CORE 40 diploma and 
who have earned at least a C average in CORE 40 courses, or have earned a C average in 
college-preparatory equivalent courses at out-of-state schools, are admitted to the university. 
Class standing and standardized tests are used in the admissions process to determine full or 
probationary admission for these students. To qualify for full admission to the university, those 
who meet the CORE 40 requirements above must also have scored a 950 or higher on the SAT or 
a 20 or higher on the ACT and have graduated in the top halfof their class. CORE 40 students 
who do not meet all of these requirements are admitted on probation. 

Those with a general diploma are admitted on probation on a case-by-case basis upon evaluation 
ofCORE 40 courses and standardized test scores. In general, we recommend that students 
complete college-preparatory course work that includes eight semesters ofEnglish; six to eight 
semesters ofmathematics; six semesters of social science (economics, government, history, 
psychology, or sociology); six semesters of science (biology, chemistry, physics, earth and space 
science, or advanced environmental science); eight semesters of foreign language, fine arts, 
computer science, or technical skills; two semesters ofhealth, physical education, or safety; and, 
two to four elective semesters in the subject areas above. 
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Applicants who are not offered admission to IV South Bend are given three options to attend IV 
South Bend in the future: 

1. Participate in the IU South BendlIvy Tech State College's Transitions program. 
2. Successfully complete the Essential Academic Skills (EAS) classes offered by IU South 

Bend's Division ofContinuing Education. Students who successfully complete these 
courses are admitted on probation. 

3. Complete 15 transferable credit hours including the IU South Bend equivalent courses 
ENG Wl31-Elementary Composition and MATH MO14-Basic Algebra at another 
university or two-year college with a 2.0 (C) or higher. 

CORE 40 is not evaluated for applicants who have been out ofhigh school three or more years. 
If applicants do not meet this criterion, they are eligible for probationary admission if they take 
placement exams and score 84+ on the Nelson-Denny Reading Exam and test into W130 on the 
English exam. Applicants who graduated from high school five or more years ago are awarded 
full admission if they have a cumulative high school grade point average of2.0 or better on a 4.0 
scale, those with less than a 2.0 are admitted on probation. 

Transfer applicants who have completed 15 or more transferable general education courses, 
including an equivalent to IV South Bend's Elementary Composition (ENG W131) and Basic 
Algebra (MATH MOI4), with at least a C average are admitted to the university (Appendix A-
IV South Bend Undergraduate Admissions Practices). 

The applicant acceptance rate of IV South Bend's fall 2004 cohort demonstrates that admissions 
materials and targeted recruiting efforts have resulted in a clear and consistent message to 
potential prospects and adult influencers about admissions criteria. Approximately 20 percent 
of beginning freshmen are admitted on probation. 

Steady improvement in retention rates indicates that students admitted to the university under 
current criteria are likely to succeed. Retention rates across the beginning cohort have risen 
steadily over the past several years from an overall first-to-second year retention rate of 54.2 
percent for the 1995 cohort to a 63.9 percent first-to-second year retention rate overall and a 69.5 
percent first-to-second year retention rate for full-time beginning students for the 2002 cohort. 
IU South Bend is second only to ill Bloomington in overall first to second year retention 
rates. Nontraditional students remain an important constituency in the mission ofIU South 
Bend. The fall 2004 semester included nearly 3,000 students over the age of23. 

Graduate Programs 
IU South Bend is a comprehensive university offering 17 graduate programs in the Ernestine 
M. Raclin School of the Arts, the School ofBusiness and Economics, the School ofEducation, 
the College ofLiberal Arts and Sciences, the School ofPublic and Environmental Affairs, and 
the School of Social Work. These degree programs serve regional employment needs and 
prepare students for advanced graduate and professional studies. Admission to the graduate 
programs is degree-specific. Students must have obtained a bachelor's degree from an accredited 
college or university with a minimum GP A as determined by the specific program. Admissions 
classifications include formal admission, provisional/conditional admission and guestlnondegree 
enrollment. The Associate Vice Chancellor for Graduate Programs and Sponsored Research, 
working with the graduate council, oversees the curriculum, admissions practices, and 
development ofnew programs. 
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Question #2. Does the campus have the right degree levels and the appropriate mix of 
degrees to serve the needs of the student populations it has identified as its target 
population(s)? For example, will the campus continue to offer associate degrees as a core 
part of its mission? 

IUSouth Bend currently has the right mix and levels ofdegrees to meet its core mission as a 
comprehensive public university. The university delivers a rich array of liberal arts and science, 
fme and performing arts, and accredited professional school bachelor's and master's degree 
programs; each characterized by a strong liberal arts and science foundation. A new 
comprehensive general education curriculum, required of all students in every major 
degree program including professional schools, fosters verbal, mathematical, and visual 
literacies; disciplined inquiry; and, critical thinking. 

A highly qualified and collegial faculty also provides many opportunities for interdisciplinary 
bachelor degree study, offering minors and certificate programs in, for example, American 
studies, African-American studies, gerontology, film studies, international studies, and writing, 
thus expanding academic and career options and responding to changing economic needs of both 
traditional and nontraditional students. 

IV South Bend has a strong history ofpartnerships with Ivy Tech Community College and other 
area two-year higher education institutions in Indiana and Michigan. Articulation agreements 
with these schools underscore our mission to offer degree completion to area students with A.A. 
and A.S. degrees from other institutions. 

Graduate study at the master's level has an important place in the ill South Bend curriculum. In 
response to community and constituent demands, IV South Bend has developed master's degree 
programs in education, music, business, social work, applied psychology, English, liberal 
studies, applied mathematics and computer science, and public administration. As the only 
comprehensive public institution in the region offering master's level degrees, IU South Bend 
programs respond to the pressing need for regional access to post-baccalaureate degrees. 

IU South Bend offers only associate degrees that are embedded in bachelor degree 
programs and a few select associate degree programs that respond to specific community 
needs. Our associate degrees in dental hygiene and radiography, for example, each draw 
students from beyond our service area because IV South Bend the exclusive provider in the 
region. 

Looking to the future, a master's in nursing and a doctorate in education would be next in the 
expansion of graduate programs needed to meet regional demands. Partnerships with other 
institutions ofhigher learning and the ability to offer distance learning would also enhance future 
graduate program offerings at ill South Bend. 

Question #3. Does the campus currently have significant remedial offerings? If so, should 
that continue as a core part of the mission of the campus, or should admissions selectivity 
be increased to reduce the need for remedial courses and programs for students coming 
directly from high school? 
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IU South Bend no longer has a significant complement ofremedial courses, reflecting its 
intention to seek. and admit a student body well-prepared for collegiate study. The university 
currently offers only one remedial course in English, one remedial course in reading, and two 
remedial courses in mathematics. The number ofstudents taking these courses continues to 
decline and fewer students demonstrate a need for remediation. For the fall 2004 semester, two 
sections ofremedial English (not including ESL) had just 14 students, combined. Remedial 
mathematics sections have shown a steady decline in enrollment from 935 students in fall 2000 
to 384 in fall 2004. 

As at even "elite" private universities, some students who meet basic entry requirements 
nevertheless place below college-level on post-entry placement tests in mathematics or writing. 
Thus, a small percentage of incoming students, including some matriculants who are over 25 
years of age and may have been away from formal instruction for a considerable time, are 
advised to enroll in a pre-collegiate level writing or math course. 

Students whose placement tests indicate they need more extensive remediation are advised 
to matriculate at Ivy Tech or another community college to prepare for possible future 
transfer to IU South Bend. Over 500 ill South Bend applicants have been advised to participate 
in the ill South BendlIvy Tech Transitions program in the past three years. Success of the 
Transitions program, complemented by extensive program articulation agreements with other 
two-year institutions, was evidenced by a 12 percent increase in fall 2004 transfer student 
applications. 

Question #4. What is currently the relationship between research/scholarship 
requirements/expectations and the mission of the campus? Should that relationship be 
changed in any way, and how should the campus address this as a campus mission issue? 

IU South Bend incorporates research as a complementary strength to its core teaching 
mission. Every day, in classrooms, laboratories, and studios across the campus, ill South Bend 
students work with and learn from faculty who are current in, excited by, and contributing to the 
disciplines in which they teach. Students are challenged to pose essential questions about 
discovery and truth and to probe answers to yet unasked questions. 

IV South Bend considers itself a "learning organization." To fully realize its teaching and 
learning mission, to support its standards of teaching excellence, and to provide our 
students with a high quality undergraduate experience, IV South Bend has always 
maintained high expectations for faculty research, scholarship, and/or creative activity. 
Students leave our campus prepared for graduate work, with new and broader career options. 

The university especially values research, scholarship, and creative activity as vehicles for 
"active learning," a factor in student success. Indeed, at ill South Bend students are the greatest 
beneficiaries of faculty research, scholarship, and creative activity. For example, ill South Bend 
is proud of its well-developed undergraduate research program (Student-Mentor Academic 
Research Teams = SMART), in which students work with faculty mentors on projects ranging 
from sculpture and filmmaking to research in Africa on plant genetics to a social psychology 
study ofa South African community (Appendix B - Smart Awards 2002-2004). 
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Students are also the beneficiaries ofextensive service learning opportunities. They are working 
with faculty supported by campus compact grants, through classroom consultation projects, in 
supervised internships arranged in a number of discipline areas, and through community links 
volunteer programs. 

One hundred percent of tenure-track faculty have their terminal degrees and the majority of new 
faculty members come to IU South Bend with terminal degrees and significant scholarly 
preparation and publication, as well as strong teaching experience. ill South Bend offers 
competitive internal grants for both research and curriculum development to encourage faculty to 
pursue their areas of inquiry and expertise. Summer Faculty Fellowships also provide a boost to 
pre-tenure faculty completing their research and publication. Internal grants through UCET and 
FACET encourage ill South Bend faculty to participate in off-campus teaching-centered 
conferences and pursue the scholarship of teaching. 

IU South Bend recently hired an Associate Vice Chancellor for Graduate Programs and 
Sponsored Research who will give additional support and encouragement to faculty seeking 
external funding for research. Recent examples of IU South Bend faculty scholarship receiving 
international recognition include Fred Naffziger'S extensive commentary on the BBC, NBC, 
NPR, Wall Street Journal, NY Times, and USA Today regarding the Catholic Church's 
bankruptcy crises; Han Levine's cutting-edge research on astroparticle physics, Andrew 
Schnabel's work with pollen in an East African community, and the groundbreaking discoveries 
about methane gas by a team of distinguished scientists led by Henry Scott. 

Question #5. What are the elements, factors, or characteristics that tie aU campuses 
together to make Indiana University one university with multiple campuses? Should 
general education be used for this purpose, or is there another common element that could 
better serve this purpose? 

Indiana University's multiple campuses are tied together by the abiding beliefthat a strong 
foundation in the liberal arts and sciences is an essential component ofall degree programs. 
This unifying characteristic should include a common core of general education principles. IU 
South Bend has adopted such principles in its new general education curriculum which is 
mandatory in all programs (Appendix C - General Education Task Force Report and 
Recommendations). 

The specific curricular strategies used to assure that students achieve these common overarching 
elements should be developed by and reflect the unique constituencies of the eight campuses. 
General education curriculum must be defined locally to ensure the campus fit and ownership 
necessary to achieve a common core of ambitious transformational goals. 

While the scope of our impact varies widely across Indiana University's eight campuses, we are 
also all tied together by a strong, continuing commitment to enhancing economic development 
in the regions we serve and across the state. This commitment includes: 1) providing academic 
programs that meet the needs of regional students; 2) broadening IU's economic impact by fully 
developing campuses in economic centers beyond Indianapolis and Bloomington to attract 
students from across the state, the nation, and the world; and 3) responding to unique regional 
economic trends and service/manufacturing employment profiles, as well as state and national 
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trends. Community enrichment through arts, culture, athletics, moral and civic engagement, and 
intellectual pursuit complement the economic development aspects of IU campuses. 

Sharing resources, both human and capital, is another important way that all Indiana 
University campuses. are tied together. Information technologies and library resources are two 
important examples ofhow we combine resources across campuses to provide services that 
would be cost prohibitive otherwise. Centralized services in marketing, land and facilities 
development, fund development, student enrollment services, and government relations provide 
human and financial resources that enable smaller campuses representation and services they 
might not otherwise be able to access. At the same time, regional campuses bring their 
constituents to the table to create a statewide network of Indiana University supporters. 
Encouraging the growth and distinction ofall campuses through a judicious allocation of 
resources, coupled with a clear understanding of the core mission of Indiana University, will 
assure that all campuses are seen as, and feel like, valued contributors to the whole. 

Question #(). Should diversity of offerings within Indiana University be a goal for the 
future? For example, should IU campuses have differentiated missions by having different 
foci for different campuses, perhaps with some campuses beyond Bloomington and IUPUI 
having a statewide mission? Or should the regional campuses remain fairly homogenous as 
they are now? 

The regional Indiana University campuses are not homogenous. Each campus has already 
developed distinctive programs that reflect both regional needs andfaCUlty strengths. The 
regional campuses vary significantly both in size and program scope; from a small, totally 
undergraduate rural campus in Richmond, to a comprehensive Master's I universitY of 7,500 
residential and commuter students in South Bend. Regional campuses have become far more 
heterogeneous as they have developed and grown to meet the diverse needs of the communities 
they serve. 

IU South Bend is a growing institution with credit hour production up more than 4 percent over 
last year's record breaking numbers. This dramatic growth in credit hours reflects a growing 
demand from full-time traditional age students and emphatically points to our current need to 
support the "new" IU South Bend student with strong residential and student life 
programs. 

Over the past decade, the campus has been transformed by a new classroom building, student 
activities center, and central mall. Renovation of the Associates Building into a modem 
classroom facility and the expansion of student housing will allow IU South Bend to continue to 
meet the needs of the region. Two years ago there were no public institutions ofhigher education 
in northern Indiana with on-campus housing. Today, Purdue University has moved to initiate 
residential housing on three northern Indiana campuses. Indiana University's growth and 
influence throughout the state will depend on offering comparable residential 
opportunities. 

IU South Bend's mission as a comprehensive public university, its support of instructional and 
academic technology, and its commitment to Indiana University's core mission to promote the 
educational and economic well-being of the citizens of Indiana will continue to guide its future. 
The idea of having each campus articulate and adopt "select" missions, in addition to the 
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core mission, presents IV South Bend with an exciting opportunity to further distinguish 
itself and add focus to campus programmatic and budgetary decisions. 
Highlighting established and emerging areas of statewide excellence and distinction is an 
exciting way to "differentiate" the regional campuses without losing sight of their common 
purposes. IU South Bend's statewide distinctions in faculty/student collaborative and 
experiential learning through research; diversity enhancement programs; the fme, cultural, and 
performing arts; and in nursing and health professions should be recognized, supported, and 
celebrated as local, regional, and all-university treasures. 

Distinctiveness in Faculty/Student Collaboration 
The IV South Bend faculty is distinguished by its commitment to teaching that reveals to 
students, and involves students in, the joy of researching and expanding the knowledge base of 
their academic area. This commitment involves an active and collaborative partnership between 
students and faculty in the classroom, in the laboratory, and in the field. 

As Indiana University's third largest campus, IV South Bend is uniquely suited to the 
student who seeks both the personal attention made possible by our small student to faculty 
ratio (14:1) and the breadth of faculty expertise and campus resources necessary to support 
research activities. IV South Bend students are actively involved in group and individual 
research projects and field studies, collaborative faculty/student research, faculty-guided 
independent study, and experiential and service learning projects and internships. 

As mentioned earlier, the university especially values research, scholarship, and creative activity 
as vehicles for "active learning," a factor in student success. Indeed, at IV South Bend students 
are the greatest beneficiaries of faculty research, scholarship, and creative activity. Embracing 
Indiana University's commitment to undergraduate research, IV South Bend initiated the 
Undergraduate Research Fund in 1989. In the last three years, the university has distributed more 
than $50,000 in awards to students in fields as diverse as the projects themselves: sociology, 
physics, biology, psychology, computer and information science, fine arts, informatics, 
chemistry, management, history, political science, music, and foreign languages. Every year IV 
South Bend sends between 10 and 15 students to the IV Undergraduate Research Conference. 
Select students also attend the national conference each year. in 2004, the national conference 
was held in Indianapolis and IU South Bend sent 10 students and four faculty members. Student 
representatives attend discipline-specific conferences including the Midwest Sociological 
Society Conference and the Model European Union Conference as well. The university supports 
student publication through three campus journals: the Undergraduate Research Journal, New 
Views on Gender, and Analecta. 

The Schools of Public and Environmental Affairs and Business and Economics involve students 
in community-based projects that often involve public presentations, formal reports, or 
recommendations to profit or not-for-profit boards or administrative officers. Internship 
programs that guide students in applying. academic principles to the workplace are also offered 
by many departments. 

IV South Bend Honors Program students frequently initiate original research projects. The 
Freshman Honors Colloquium introduces honors students to world-class scholars; the joys of 
exhilarating academic discussion; and the critical thinking, research, and communication skills 
necessarY for academic success. The Freshman Research Seminar features the research of six 
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Freshman Honors Colloquium students who have distinguished themselves by writing 
outstanding term papers. The students present their research to a panel of academic experts and 
community leaders. In addition, the Honors Program publishes proceedings of these papers. 

Distinctiveness in Enhancing Diversity and a Global Perspective 
IU South Bend has worked hard over the past decade to realize a steady increase in the diversity 
of our student population. For fall semester 2004, we have the highest percentage (.5) of 
American Indian students of any IV campus, the third highest percentage ofAfrican American 
students (6.3) after IV Northwest and IUPUI, and the second highest percentage of Hispanic 
students (2.6) after IV Northwest. The university has increased the percentage of minority 
students on our campus 2 percent in the past six years, from 9.1 percent in fall semester 1999 
to 11.1 percent in 2004. IV South Bend is the only regional campus enrolling a significant 
number of international students (219), ten times that of other regional campuses. 

IU South Bend's continuing commitment to enhancing diversity and a global perspective is 
evidenced in our new General Education Program which requires all undergraduates to complete 
one course in the area of "Diversity in U.S. Society" and one in "Non-Western Cultures" as part 
of the Contemporary Social Values portion of the curriculum. 

IU South Bend is dedicated to enhancing diversity in the curriculum, classroom, campus, and 
community; to reawakening the values and personal commitments of the civil rights movement 
in 21 5t century communities; and to reflecting and expanding a global perspective (Appendix D -
IU South Bend Diversity Efforts 2003-2004). 

Since 1995, the Office of Campus Diversity has played a central role in campus efforts to 
enhance diversity in the student body, staff, and faculty; promote a more inclusive campus 
climate; and to enhance retention, leadership, and academic achievement of ill South Bend 
students in underrepresented groups. The office works closely with the affirmative action officer 
to enhance funding and recruitment efforts to attract and retain a more representative faculty and 
staff. The campus recently dedicated a share of Commitment to Excellence funds to this effort. 

The Civil Rights Heritage Center at ill South Bend uses the civil rights movement as living 
history to promote a better understanding of individual responsibility, race relations, social 
change, and minority achievement. The center was conceived by ill South Bend students 
following their participation in the Freedom Summer 2000 study tour of the civil rights 
movement in the South. 

Participants in the Summer Leadership Academy for minority high school juniors and 
graduating seniors earn high school or college English credit while exploring civil rights issues, 
traveling to local civil rights sites, developing their own research papers, and improving their 
reading and writing skills. 

The Academic Cohorts program provides academic and social support by connecting 
underrepresented IV South Bend students to peer, faculty and staff, and community mentors; and 
by presenting programming that clarifies academic expectations and encourages academic 
achievement. With support from a Lumina Foundation grant, IV South Bend is building on the 
Academic Cohorts program foundation to recruit and support Spanish-speaking students in the 
growing Hispanic community in our region. 
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The university reaches out to underrepresented high school students through two unique 
programs. Step One, a teen leadership program for underrepresented high school students, helps 
participants develop life skills that will prepare them for college. Participants in the 21st Century 
Scholars Citizenship and Education Program "Continuing the Legacy: The Power of Education," 
read a book written by one of the students who desegregated Little Rock Central High School in 
1957 and research the educational goals of a prominent American. Through the required work, 
students learn the skills ofjournaling and composition, mathematics, and computer guided 
research. Students enrolled in this citizenship program have the opportunity to enroll tuition-free 
in the following summer's Leadership Academy. 

The university also reaches out to the campus and regional communities through the Midwest 
Black Man's Think Tank, as well as many other conferences, table talk sessions, town hall 
meetings, and lectures offered by the IU South Bend Office of Campus Diversity. The annual 
Conversations on Race, which received a commendation from President Bill Clinton in 1998, 
brings nationally-known speakers to campus while providing a forum to examine human issues 
during small group discussions. 

IU South Bend campus diversity is also enhanced through our commitment to international 
student recruitment and programming opportunities including a minor in international 
studies, faculty exchanges, overseas study, and cultural activities involving the campus and 
community. This fall, 219 international students are bringing an expanded global 
perspective to the IU South Bend campus. Many international students share campus 
residential housing with other IU South Bend students, including student athletes. They are 
active participants in a growing number of student activities and involve the campus community 
in a wide variety of ethnic celebrations and programs organized by the International Student 

f'IIIi\ Organization. 

IU South Bend has had an average enrollment of more than 200 international students each year 
since 1998. It is a tribute to the international program at IV South Bend that the number of 
international students coming to campus has surpassed pre-9tH levels. Success in the 
international arena is the result ofa long-term commitment by IU South Bend to provide the 
resources required to ensure necessary international recruiting and student services support. 

Distinctiveness in the Arts 
The Arts at Indiana University historically has been a program of excellence. IU's School of 
Music is world renowned and has produced scores of professional musicians, composers, 
theorists, and educators. Similarly, IU South Bend's Ernestine M. Raclin School of the Arts is 
one of the university's signature programs and the only endowed and named school on a regional 
campus. Named after a prominent citizen and supporter of the arts within South Bend and the 
region, the Raclin School of the Arts is one of the major assets in a community rich in the 
performing arts that attracts audiences from as far away as Chicago. In fact, proximity and access 
to the Chicago area provide significant opportunity for students to perform in Chicago area 
venues and to attract its patrons to IU South Bend. Complementing the arts experience and 
opportunities in South Bend are the Morris Performing Arts Center, the South Bend Symphony, 
and the Center for the Performing Arts at the Univetsity ofNotre Dame. South Bend is clearly 
the hub for the arts in Northern Indiana and continues to expand its sphere of influence. 
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The Raclin School of the Arts is home to the Toradze Piano Studio that attracts students from 
across the globe to study piano with the celebrated concert pianist and master teacher, 
Alexander Toradze. Studio students perform in piano concerts and festivals throughout Europe 
and North America. Professors Alexander Toradze and George Vatchnadze perform for world 
audiences to critical acclaim. Additionally, IU South Bend is among a handful of universities in 
the United States with a resident string quartet. The Avalon String Quartet has won numerous 
prizes in competition for its excellence in artistry and musicianship. 

The Raclin School of the Arts has an excellent visual arts program as well. Tuck Langland, 
recently retired and one of the premier sculptors in this country, has been replaced by Dora 
Natella, an extraordinarily promising sculptor who exhibits in some of the same venues as does 
Langland. Moreover, theatre at IU South Bend is perennially acclaimed as one of the region's 
best production teams. The program is noted for the quality of its design and technical elements 
and includes among its graduate an Emmy Award winner as well as professional performers 
throughout the Midwest and on both coasts. 

Distinctiveness in Nursing and Health Professions 
Indiana University South Bend is the only public university in the north central part of the state 
awarding the bachelor's degree in nursing, the associate of science degree in radiology, the 
associate of science degree in dental hygiene, and the certificate in dental assisting. In addition, 
IU South Bend offers the foundation for various health profession degrees, offering prerequisite 
science courses. 

IU South Bend provides high quality education for health professionals. Students in the health 
professions have a strong preparation in the liberal arts and sciences. All of the programs in the 
health professions are accredited by their appropriate agencies, and all meet or exceed the 
accreditation requirements. The faculty in the health professions are well respected community 
leaders, sought as speakers, consultants, and board members. They have initiated research and 
service programs that have involved the community, and have led to improvements in the 
delivery of health care; many hold certifications in their specialties. The nursing program at ill 
South Bend has attained distinction in receiving the Hartford Geriatric Award, which fostered 
curriculum development and supported programming focused on meeting the needs of the 
elderly in our population. The IU South Bend Division ofNursing and Health Professions is the 
only unit in the state with a curriculum leading to a Certificate in Holistic Health; it is one of 
only a few in the country. The Division ofNursing and Health Professions operates the Indiana 
University South Bend Health and Wellness Center, a unique contribution to the health and 
well-being of our students. 

Health care delivery in the north central region of Indiana is in a state of growth, characterized 
by expansion in both services and building throughout the area. Memorial Hospital of South 
Bend is building a wing to accommodate cardiac surgical services and plans both a new regional 
oncology service and a children's hospital. Saint Joseph Regional Medical Center has purchased 
land and intends to build a new hospital, and continues to expand selective services such as 
orthopedics. Elkhart General Hospital has recently expanded service provision in oncology, 
women's health care, and heart-health. Taken together, this growth is a reflection of the demand 
and need for regional health care services and for educated professionals to care for the health of 
our citizens. 
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IU South Bend is in the unique position to continue to educate well qualified health care 
professionals, and is poised to further its role in the preparation of health care professionals. 
Increasing sophistication ofhealth care services coupled with newly developed technology 
require that the workforce be well educated. The combination of cutting-edge clinical facilities, 
faculty preparation, and unique curricular offerings at Indiana University South Bend offer 
opportunities for students ofnursing from across the state to access a distinct educational 
experience. With expanded resources, IU South Bend can build on the strong foundation that 
currently exists in the health professions education. Masters level education for nurses will 
expand and improve the provision ofprimary and specialty health care throughout the region and 
the state. In a similar vein, radiography services has the potential to expand post-degree offerings 
in specialties such as radiation oncology, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computerized 
tomography (CT). Both dental education and the program in radiography are poised to offer 
bachelor's degree completion for practicing health care professionals, as well as students seeking 
bachelor's degrees in the health sciences. 

The present and the future ofhealth care in the region are intimately and ultimately linked to IU 
South Bend, the leading provider of education for its health care professionals. These health care 
needs will continue to increase; it is in the best interest of the public to expand the provision of 
health care professional education at Indiana University South Bend. 

Conclusion 
Indiana University South Bend is poised to move forward into the next decade and beyond with a 
clearly articulated mission and mission statement that reflect our mission differentiation 
deliberations and our campus strategic and enrollment management plans. 

As indicated in our IU South Bend Strategic Plan, we envision a promising and dynamic future. 
By 2015, we see a campus where residential and nonresidential students, faculty, and the 
community have a wide range of opportunities to experience academic, cultural, and social 
growth. Reflecting the growing impact of the general education curriculum, the campus will be a 
forum for discussion, a showcase for the arts, a hub of student life activities, and a source for 
expanded community partnerships, internships, consultancies, and service learning programs. 

The campus community will reflect the university's commitment to diversity with at least 20 
percent of IU South Bend students coming from underrepresented groups. African American, 
Hispanic, and American Indian students from across the state will be attracted to IU South Bend 
by the opportunity to participate in a wide array of programs responsive to the unique 
experiences of underrepresented students. International students will continue to add an 
important dimension to a student body committed to enhancing world understanding. 

IU South Bend will be the "university of choice" for residential and non-residential students 
from across the state, the nation, and from around the world if they desire the personal attention 
of an Indiana University campus with 8,000 to 10,000 students coupled with an opportunity to 
participate in programs offered by the world renowned Ernestine M. Radin School of the Arts, 
award winning programs leading to high demand professions in nursing and health 
professions, or in undergraduate faculty/student collaborative learning and research 
projects. 
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Under the direction of President Herbert, with a clearly defined unique mission, IU South Bend 
is positioned to help Indiana University: 1) expand its influence and impact on the economic, 
social, and cultural life of northern Indiana; 2) provide quality academic programs based on a 
strong foundation in the liberal arts and sciences; 3) provide prospective students with a choice 
of large, urban, or small campus residential programs; 4) focus resources to support distinct 
campus strengths; and 5) ensure that the full university experience, inside and outside the 
classroom, is available to all students in Indiana. 

### 
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Appendix A 
IU South Bend Undergraduate Admissions Practices 

(Effective: September 2003) 

IU South Bend divides undergraduate applicants into the following categories: 
Bachelor Degree Seeking Programs 
Associate Degree Seeking Programs 
Certificate Seeking Programs 
Advance College Project 
High School I Concurrent Enrollment 
Undergraduate Non-Degree 
Guest Students 

Degree and Certificate Programs - Beginning Freshman I High School Graduate (out of 
high school less than three years) 

• Graduate or graduate candidate from an Indiana high school or comparable out-of-state 
institution. 

• At least a 2.0 cumulative high school grade point average (GPA) on a 4.0 scale. 
• Rank in upper half of high school class 
• C average in Indiana's Core 40 curriculum, if applicable. In general, we recommend that 

students complete college-preparatory course work that includes: 
o Eight semesters of English 
o Six to eight semesters of mathematics 
o Six semesters of social science (economics, government, history, psychology, or 

sociology) 
o Six semesters of science (biology, chemistry, physics, earth and space science, 

or advanced environmental science) 
o Eight semesters of foreign language, fine arts, computer science, or technical 

skills 
o Two semesters of health, physical education, or safety 
o 2-4 elective semesters in the subjects listed above 

• SAT score of at least 950 and/or an ACT score of at least 20. 
• Pass ISTEP / GQE (Indiana HS graduates only) 
• Official high school transcript 
• Counselor Recommendation (current high school students only) 
• Admission Status . 

o Full Admit 
• 2.0/CORE 40, top 50% or 

950+ SAT/20+ ACT 
o Probationary Admit 

• 2.0/CORE 40, bottom 50% and 
<950 SAT/<20 ACT 

• 2.0+/Low CORE 40 and 
950+ SATl20+ ACT 

• 2.0+/Majority CORE 40 subject area (English, Mathematics, Social 
Science, Science, Foreign Languages) 

o Deferred Admit 
• <2.0 Cumulative GPA 
• 2.0+/Low CORE 40 and low SAT/ACT scores 

Degree and Certificate Programs - Beginning Freshman I High School Graduate (out of 
high school between three and five years) 

• Graduation from an Indiana high school or comparable out-of-state institution. 
• At least a 2.0 cumulative high school grade point average (GPA) on a 4.0 scale. 
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• Official high school transcript 
• Admission Status 

o Full Admit 
• High School Graduate with 2.0 GPA 

o Probationary Admit 
• High School Graduate with less than a 2.0 GPA 
• Required to take placement exams and score 84+ on Nelson-Denny 

Exam and Lev!;!I III English 
o Deferred Admit 

• <2.0 Cumulative GPA and Low placement test scores or no record of 
placement tests 

• Note: Applicants in this category with a CGPA below 2.0 are given the option of taking 
placement exams to determine competencies in English and reading. Students are 
admitted on probation if they score 84 or higher on the Nelson-Denny Reading Exam and 
test into W130 on the English exam. 

Degree and Certificate Programs - Beginning Freshman I High School Graduate (out of 
high school five or more years) 

• Graduation from an Indiana high school or comparable out-of-state institution. 
• Official high school transcript 
• Note: Applicants in this category with a CGPA below 2.0 are admitted on probation. 

Degree and Certificate Programs - Beginning Freshman I GED Recipients (regardless of 
age) 

• 52/520 on the General Educational Development (GED) test. 
• SAT or ACT exam if applicant has been out of school less than three years 
• Admission Status 

o Full Admit 
• 62 /620 or higher GED score 

o Probationary Admit 
• Minimum 52 1520 GED score and less than 62 1620 

o Defer Admit 
• Less than 52 1520 GED score 

• Note: Applicants in this category with a GED score below 52 / 520 and their test date is 
more than five years old are given the option of taking placement exams to determine 
competencies in English and reading. Students are admitted on probation if they score 
84 or higher on the Nelson-Denny Reading Exam and test into W130 on the English 
exam. 

Degree and Certificate Programs - Transfer Applicants 
• Graduation from an Indiana high school or comparable out-of-state institution. At least a 

2.0 cumulative high school grade point average (GPA) on a 4.0 scale or a 520 on the 
GED. 

• If applicant has graduated from high school within the last three years and have less than 
15 transferable hours, C average in Indiana's Core 40 curriculum. 

• 2.0 CGPA on their previous college coursework. 
• SAT score of at least 950 and/or an ACT score of at least 20 if applicant has graduated 

from high school within the last three years 
o Official high school transcript if applicant has less than 26 transferable hours 
o Note: students with less than a 2.0 CGPA on their previous college coursework may be 

admitted on probation on a case by case basis after sitting out one academic semester 
not including summer sessions. 

High School I Dual Enrollment 
• Official high school transcript showing at least a 2.5 GPA on a 4.0 scale 
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• Counselor Recommendation 

Undergraduate Non-Degree 
• 2.0 cumulative high school grade point average (GPA) on a 4.0 scale or 520 on the GED 

Guest Students 
• Official college or university transcript indicating good academic standing. Other 

acceptable documents are a letter of good standing or the most recent grade report from 
the home institution. . 

• Average or above-average achievement at the home institution (at least a 2.0 GPA on a 
4.0 scale) 

• Students between their senior year in high school and their freshman year in college 
must submit a letter of acceptance from their home institution. 

CORE 40 Requirements 
We closely evaluate CORE 40 courses for beginning freshman who have graduated from 
high school within the past three years. Students with a final CORE 40 diploma and at 
least a 2.0 CGPA are offered admission to IU South Bend. Students with a general 
diploma are admitted on probation on a case by case basis upon evaluation of CORE 40 
courses and standardized test scores. 

CORE 40 is not evaluated for applicants who have been out of high school three or more 
years. 

High School Standing 
Class ranking is used in the admission process to determine full or probationary admit to 
beginning freshman applicants who have graduated from high school in the last three 
years. 

Students are never denied admission solely on class rank. 

Standardized Exams (SAT or ACT) 
Standardized tests are used in the admission process to determine full or probationary 
admit to beginning freshman applicants who have graduated from high school in the last 
three years. 

IU South Bend will accept either the SAT or ACT exam. 

Students are never denied admission solely on their standardized test scores. 
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Appendix B 
SMART Awards 2002 2004q 

Student: 4/30/2003 $580Project TitleCarrie Aldrich Social Influences on AcademicMentor: AchievementScott Sernau 
\ ' 7V Travel Grant 

Student: 4/11/2003 $21 0 Project TitleAudra Ammerman Midwest Sociology Conference Mentor: 
Mark Jones 
Sociology - SOCA 

Student: Project Title 3/12/2002 $408 
Miguelangelo Basandaio Midwest Student Sociological Conference Mentor: 2002Gail McGuire 

Travel Grant Sociology - saCA 

Student: Project Title 4/11/2003 $500 
Edward Behnke Dark Matter Detector Development and Mentor: Characterization
lIan Levine 
Physics - PHYS 

Project Title 10/6/2003 $400 

Presentation at the 14th Annual Argonne 
Symposium for Undergraduates in 
Science 

Student: Project Title 3/1/2004 $720 
Edward Behnke IUSB Picasso Collaboration Presentations Mentor: 
Ilan Levine 

_______________!1_S'____________________________________ _____Physics - PHYS 
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____________________________________ __ 

SMART Awards 2002 - 2004 

Student: 4/11/2003 $3,000
Project Title .Kristen Budd Single Mothers in Poverty: The Influencing Mentor: FactorsGail McGuire 

Summer Fellowship Sociology - SOCA 

Student: 12/3/2003 $500
Project Title .Aaron Cohen Society for Integrative and Comparative Mentor: Biology Conference 

Robert Pope 
Travel Grant Biology - BSCI 

Student: 6/5/2002 $500Project TitleChris Coryn Program Evaluation/Impact Assessment: Mentor: Goodwill Industries of Michiana, Inc. -John Mcintosh 
WorkOne Program Research Expense Psychology - PSY 

Student: 6/16/2004 $500Project TitleJason DeBoni Graph Theory 2004 Conference Mentor: 
Dana Vrajitoru Travel Grant 

Student: 4/1212004 $3,000
Project TitleSteve Duleh Isolation of Proteins Involved in Cellular Mentor: Movement

Robert Pope 
Summer Fellowship Biology - SSCI 

Student: 8/28/2003 $499Project TitleSarah Freeman 
The Behavioral Patterns of Captive Ring-Mentor: Tailed Lemurs & Black and White Ruffed 

Brenda Knowles Lemurs Research Expense 

(IlIA 
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SMART Awards 2002 - 2004 

4/11/2003 $1,500Student: Project Title 
Megan Galvin A Study of Blood Oxygen-Binding 

. . Mentor: Characteristics of the Sandbar Shark 
".. Peter Bushnell (Carchathinus plumbeus) Summer Fellowship 

Student: 
Janet Gilbert 
Mentor: 
Linda Crimson 

,., Arts 
"... 

Student: 
Monique Gregg 
Mentor: 
Gail McGuire 

Student: 
Group Travel 
Mentor: 
Terri Demmon 

5/5/2003 $568Project Title 
Sculpture Event 

Creative Project 

3/25/2004 $667Project Title 
Midwest Student Sociology Conference 

Travel Grant 

5/12/2004 $1,200Project Title 
EISTA Informatics Conference 

Travel Grant 

Student: 4/11/2003 $1,500Project Title Pritha Gupta Lower bound to the ground-stateMentor: eigenvalue
Matthew Marmorino 
Chemistry - CHEM Summer Fellowship 

f/fIA Student: 3/24/2003 $553Project Title Hale Henderson Determinants of Job Choice". Mentor: 
,... Steve Norton __ Research Expense 

,.,.. ,... 



Student: 
Kathleen Kiesselbach 
Mentor: 
Alan Larkin 
Arts - FINA 

Student: 
Kathee Kiesselbach 
Mentor: 
Alan Larkin 
Arts - FINA 

Student: 
Stefanie Koski 
Mentor: 
Jonathan Nashel 
History - HIST 

Student: 
Tanya Lambert 
Mentor: 
Roy Schreiber 
History - HIST 

Student: 
Scott Marley 
Mentor: 
Jerry Hinnefeld 
Physics - PHYS 

Student: 
Michelle Marshall 
Mentor: 
Deborah Marr 
Biology - SSCI 

SMART Awards 2002 - 2004 

6/9/2002 $407Project Title 
Wood EngravinglLetterpress \Norkshop 

Creative Project 

4/17/2003 $540Project Title 
Wood Engraving Summer Workshop 

Creative Project 

3/11/2002 $2,300Project Title 
Summer in Washington 

Research Expense 

7/24/2003 $380Project Title 
With Blinded-Eyes - Weimar's Response 
to the Concentration Camp at Buchenwald 

Research Expense 

9/25/2003 $600Project Title 
High Voltage Control of the Modular 
Neutron Arrary 

Travel Grant 

4/11/2003 $3,000Project Title 
The effects of fungal pathogens on flower 
size and seed size in Hydrophyllum 
appendiculatum Summer Fellowship 
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SMART Awards 2002 2004m 

Student: 1/15/2004 $8,000Project Title Michelle Marshall 
NCUR 2004 Mentor: 

Ann Grens 
Biology - SSCI 

Student: 11/13/2003 $583 
Russel Mehler Project Title 
Mentor: ACM International Collegiate 
Dana Vrajitoru Programming Contest 

____________Computer & information Science - COIS____________________ ____ 

Student: 2/28/2004 $525 
Russel Mehler Project Title 
Mentor: 2004 THETA TAU Rube Goldberg 
Michael Scheessele Machine Contest 
Computer and Information Sciences - COIS Travel Grant 

Student: Project Title 3/11/2004 $500 
Model EU Midwest Model EU Simulation 2004 Mentor: 
Neovi Karakatsanis 

Travel Grant ___P_o_lit_ic_a_I_S_c_ie_n_c_es__ ____________________________ ____ 
Student: 4/12/2004 $1,500Project TitleCynthia Muthusi Synthesis of Perfluoroalkyl Lead Mentor: CompoundsWilliam Feighery 
Chemistry - CHEM 

$1,310Project Title 2/24/2003 

to September 11th: Anxiety, 
Patriotism, and Prejudice in the Aftermath 
of Terror 
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SMART Awards 2002 - 2004 

Student: 4/11/2003 $500
Project TitleHilda Namanja The NIS Radical Iodination of Mentor: HydrocarbonsDoug McMillen 

Research Expense 

Student: 4/12/2004 $1,500
Project TitleHilda Namanja Radical Iodination of Hydrocarbons Mentor: 

Doug McMillen 
Chemistry - CHEM Summer Fellowship 

Student: 2128/2003 $215 . Project TitleStephanie Ness Naval Academy Foreign Affairs Mentor: Conference
Neovi Karakatsanis 

Travel Grant 

Student: 6/3/2003 $500
Project Title .Monica Niemi Third International Master Class - JlhlavaMentor: 2003

Joan Metem 
Travel Grant 

Student: 4/12/2002 $3,000
Project Title ...Stuart Orr A Comparison of Plant Species DiverSity Mentor: Between Restored Tallgrass Prairies and 

Deborah Marr Native Prairie Remnants Summer Fellowship ,.. 
Student: 4/30/2003 $645

Project Title ...Stuart Orr A Comparison. of Plant Species DiverSity fIlA Mentor: Between Restored Tallgrass Prairies and 
Deborah Marr Native Prairie Remnants Travel Grant 

-. 

,.,
- . 



SMART Awards 2002 2004 

Student: 5/5/2003 $586Project TitleDiane Overmyer 
Contemporary Sculptors: Changing livesMentor: Through Changing the Environment 

Alan Larkin 
___A_rt_s_-_F_IN_A__________________________________________ ___ 

Student: 3/24/2003 $673Project TitleThomas Perez 
Vision Sciences Society 2003 Conference Mentor: 

Michael Scheessele 
Travel Grant Computer and Information Sciences - eOls 

\ 

Student: 3/5/2002 $1 ,800Project TitleChris Peters 
Midwest Model EU 2002Mentor: 

Neovi Karakatsanis 
Research Expense Political Sciences - POLS 

Student: 4/11/2003 $3,000Project TitleVictoria Pysh Cloning and Analysis of AnophelesMentor: gambiae ArchvillinRobert Pope 
Summer Fellowship Biology - BSCI 

Student: 41"12/2002 $3,000
Jacob Ratkiewicz Project Title 

Application of Self-Organizing Maps to M ten or: T xt V· I·James Wolfer e ure Isua Ization and Analysis 

Computer and Information Sciences - eGIS Summer Fellowship 

Student: 41712003 $122 
Jacob Ratkiewicz Project Title 

Application of Self-Organizing Maps to M ten or: . . . 
James Wolfer Texture Visualization and Analysis 

Computer and Information Sciences - eOls Travel Grant 
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____________________________________________ __ 

SMART Awards 2002 - 2004 

Student: 6/25/2004 $240Project TitleMichael Renfrow 
Effects of Wilt on Pollen Germination and Mentor: Seed Nutrients in Species of

Deborah Marr 
Hydrophyllum Research Expense Biology - BSel 

Student: 5/9/2003 $540Project TitleSusan Russell 
National Sculpture Society Meeting Mentor: 

Alan Larkin 
Travel Grant Arts - FINA 

Student: 2/25/2004 $500Project TitleSharee Seal Seventh Festival of Women Composers Mentor: InternationalJoan Metelli 
Travel Grant Arts - MUSC 

Student: 4/12/2004 $3,000
Project Title . . . Rebecca Seifert 

Biochemical Evaluation of Condition InMentor: Migrant and Overwintering Sea Bass 
Peter Bushnell 

(Centropristis striata) Summcar Fellowship 

Student: 4/12/2004 $1,500
Project Title .Rachel Wesner Mexican Perspectives on "The Other" InMentor: Relation to Cultural, National, Ethnic, and Oscar Barrau 

Gender Identities Summer Fellowship ,.. 
Student: 4/1/2004 $314Project TitleKerri White Naval Academy Foreign Affairs "". Mentor: Conference",.. Linda Chen 

Travel Grant Political Science - POLS 

,. 
". 

fA 

",. 



SMART Awards 2002 2004a 

Student: 3/12/2002 $300Project TitleCarlin Yoder NAFAC Conference Mentor: 
John Lewis 

Travel Grant Political Science - POLS 

Student: 4/1212002 $3,000Project TitleAlicia Zimmerle 
A Local Ethnographic Excursion Mentor: 

Rebecca T orstrick 
Sociology - saCA Summer Fellowship 
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Appendix C 

I. Introduction 
Since March 2000, the Task Force on General Education has been working to develop, 

for the first time, a common general education framework for alilUSB baccalaureate degrees. 

The principal impetus for this process was a request from President Brand for a review of 

general education curricula at all the IU campuses, but other factors, both external and internal, 

motivated the effort, as well. While significant progress has been made at IUSB in the 

assessment of major areas of study, assessment of general education has been hampered by 

the lack of uniformity in general education curricula across the academic units and by the 

absence of clearly stated goals for general education in some units. The need for more 

progress in the assessment of general education was noted in the report of the NCA 

accreditation site visit in the 2000-01 academic year. That report also acknowledged the 

practical necessity of waiting for the completion of the general education review already 

underway, and urged the timely completion of the review. 

Internally, the implementation of direct admission to the academic units, and the 

corresponding expanded involvement of faculty in the academic advising of students undecided 

about a major, have broadened awareness of the difficulty of providing good advice to students 

when their proper course of study really depends on a decision not yet made. Under present 

circumstances, general education is hardly "general" at all. It is, in fact, strongly dependent on 

the major course of study. 

Initial discussions of the Task Force in the spring of 2000 identified three broad areas 

into which the goals of general education might be divided: (1) skills, (2) knowledge/content, 

and (3) values. In the fall of 2000 the Task Force organized a series of three "First Friday" 

discussions, focused on these three broad areas. Faculty with a strong interest in general 

education shared their ideas and opinions at these forums, and the resulting discussion helped 

to shape subsequent deliberations of the Task Force. 

In the spring of2001, two members of the Task Force attended an AAC&U (Association 

of American Colleges and Universities) conference on general education, and ideas gleaned 

from this conference also shaped subsequent discussions and decisions of the Task Force. 

At the end of the 2000-2001 academic year the Task Force distributed to the campus 

community for comment three model general education curricula, the Core Curriculum model, 

the Coherent Clusters model, and the Integrated Areas of Inquiry model. The distinctive 

component of the Core Curriculum model was the Common Core, a set of four interdisciplinary 
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courses providing theme-based introductions to four broad groupings of academic disciplines. 

The Coherent Cluster model was characterized by clusters of courses from different disciplines 

organized around a common theme. The Integrated Areas of Inquiry model most closely 

resembled the distributive model currently used by most academic units, but with content 

categories less strongly tied to departmental groupings. 

During the Fall 2001 semester, representatives of the Task Force attended meetings of 

seventeen different academic units, to answer questions and listen to comments about these 

sample curricula. Predictably, there was no consensus on which of these curricular structures 

best fit the needs of our academic community. There were, however, many frank and open 

discussions of the goals of general education within the University and the practicalities of 

meeting those goals within our particular university. One sentiment that was expressed often 

during these meetings was the desire to retain some flexibility in any new general education 

curriculum, in order to accommodate the widely varying educational missions of the different 

schools, colleges, and divisions at IUSB. Likewise, it was often pointed out to us that IUSB has 

a somewhat fluid student population, with many students transferring credits from or to other 

institutions; and that this, too, should be considered in developing a proposal for a campus-wide 

general education curriculum. 

Finally, during the Spring 2002 semester, the Task Force took the input it received as a 

result of these meetings with academic units and worked to develop the proposed curriculum 

presented in this report. It contains the central feature of the Core Curriculum model- the 

Common Core of four content courses - but with a significant reduction in the number of 

required courses of other types. At 33 credit hours, the proposed common curriculum allows 

room for additional requirements deemed important by individual academic units, and so 

provides the flexibility so often requested. Indeed, it is assumed that most academic units will 

want to use the proposed common curriculum as a foundation on which to build a more 

extensive general education curriculum, especially suited to the unit's mission. The issue of 

transferability is also addressed, in the structure recommended for the courses in the Common 

Core, which carry a common title but not a common syllabus. This structure allows for a 

departmental designation for the courses, which will facilitate the transfer of these credits to 

other institutions. This structure will also smooth the transition to the new curriculum from most 

units' current general education requirements, which depend largely on courses' departmental 

designations. 
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II. The Purpose and Goals of General Education at luse 
While opinions about the best curricular structure for general education vary widely, 

there is substantial agreement on the overall purpose of this component of higher education. It 

is to produce broadly educated graduates, with the ability to analyze issues from varied 

perspectives and to communicate positions clearly and effectively. The manner in which this 

broad purpose is articulated, and the specific goals that are seen to be implied by it, help to 

determine the form of the general education curriculum at a particular institution. 

We recommend the following as a Statement of Purpose for general education at IUSB. 

Statement of Purpose for General Education at IUSB 
The purpose of general education at IUSB is to prepare students to 

be successful in their chosen professions and become valued citizens and 
leaders within their communities, individually enriched by their studies and 
stimulated by the spirit ofdiscovery. We will create a learning 
environment that serves the academic, civic, cultural, and career needs of 
an educated citizen within the global community. Such a program 
supports the strategic priorities of our campus to enhance the student-
centered focus and to develop and support excellence in programming. 

The general education curriculum at IUSB complements the depth 
and focus of our major programs and ensures that graduates will have the 
breadth ofexperience that enables them to think critically, communicate 
clearly, act professionally and ethically, and appreciate wisdom and 
beauty. The general education curriculum provides students with 
knowledge of the basic tenets of a variety of academic disciplines and the 
skills to function effectively in positions of responsibility and leadership. It 
instills in students an appreciation of the interconnectedness of disciplines, 
the diversity of human cultures and experiences, self-awareness 
conducive to personal growth, and a love of learning. 

The implications of this Statement of Purpose are illustrated by the following list of 

specific, assessable goals of the general education curriculum. 
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Goals of General Education at IUSB 

As outcomes of the general education curriculum, students should ... 
- be able to write clearly and correctly, and to understand, construct, and 

analyze persuasive written arguments 
- be capable of understanding, constructing, and analyzing quantitative 

arguments 
- be capable of understanding, constructing, and analyzing arguments 

presented in verbal and visual form 
- be able to retrieve, evaluate, and use information effectively 
- understand the power and purpose of a scientific view of the natural 

world 
- be familiar with the philosophical, literary, and political traditions of 

Western culture 
- understand factors that shape the behavior ofhuman beings, as 

individuals and as groups 
- appreciate artistic achievement and develop aesthetic sensibilities 
-. appreciate the importance of ethical behavior and understand the 

ethical issues associated with a variety ofacademic disciplines . 
- understand and appreciate the variety ofcultures and experiences that 

have contributed to American society 
- gain familiarity with non-Western cultures 
- value personal growth and learning 

III. General Characteristics of the Proposed Curriculum 
Our examination of current trends in general education and our analysis of the feedback 

to our model general education curricula led us to aim for a general education structure that 

gives special consideration to two characteristics - coherence and flexibility. Before describing 

in detail the specific components of the curricular structure we propose, we wish to explain how 

these characteristics are embodied in it. 

Coherence is fostered in the proposed curriculum in a number of ways. For example, 

placing the disciplinary content into a Common Core, and requiring some elements of 
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interdisciplinarity in these courses, encourages students to think of the four categories of 

disciplinary content as inherently related. Also, the courses in the Common Core will include 

some instruction in the Fundamental Uteracies, which will serve to make explicit the fact that 

these skills are, in fact, fundamental to academic pursuits. 

In a similar fashion, courses dealing with social issues currently facing our students, as 

detailed in the Contemporary Social Issues component of the curriculum, encourage the 

application of students' academic work to their lives beyond the university. This, too, makes the 

point that university study is applicable in other segments of the student's life. 

To further promote the integration and coherence of the general education curriculum, 

mechanisms should be provided to enable and encourage communication among all faculty 

members teaching courses in the general education curriculum, both before and during the 

semester. 

The integrating experience of a common general education curriculum can be an 

extremely effective tool for promoting students' persistence toward a degree. At the same time, 

there are legitimate differences among academic units in the priorities attached to the various 

goals of general education. It is essential in a modern university to allow the flexibility for 

individual units to adapt and expand a common general education curriculum to meet their own 

programmatic goals. 

Flexibility is provided in the curriculum proposed here primarily by limiting the range of 

goals addressed by it. This is a minimal core of general education, and it is assumed that 

individual units will use it as a foundation for a more extensive general education curriculum. 

Another feature of the proposed curriculum that enhances its flexibility is the attachment 

of a departmental designation to each course in the curriculum - even those in the Common 

Core. This feature will greatly simplify both the transition from current general education 

requirements and the transferability of courses in the Common Core to other institutions. 

IV. Components of the Proposed Curriculum 

The general education curriculum we recommend consists of four components: 

Fundamental Uteracies; The Common Core; Contemporary Social Issues; and Extended 

Learning. 
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IV.A. Fundamental Literacies 

The development of certain skills is necessary for success in academic pursuits and also 

for success and fulfillment in life beyond the university. We propose the following as a minimal 

set of such skills, and encourage academic units to consider adding additional ones, appropriate 

to their degree programs. 

The Fundamental Literacies 
Writing 

Oral Communication 

Critical Thinking 

Visual Literacy 

Quantitative Reasoning 

Information Literacy 

Computer Literacy 

Some students will begin their university studies competent in one or more of these 

areas, as a result of prior study or experience. Allowances should be made for the 

demonstration of such competence through placement exams or other means. 

Writing - The ability to write clearly and correctly is arguably the most important 

academic skill an individual can acquire. University instruction in composition should 

encompass more than this, though. It should include development of the ability to analyze 

written texts from a variety of disciplines and to construct clear and convincing written 

arguments. We propose as part of the general education curriculum the demonstration of 

competence in written communication, by successful completion of a course that meets the 

following criteria: 

includes practice in the detailed interpretation of complex academic texts from several 
disciplines 

requires skill in the formulation and defense of an original interpretive thesis 

includes extensive practice in the techniques of argumentative writing 

requires extensive experience with manuscript revision 

includes practice in the fundamental skills of research writing 
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Oral Communication - Written texts offer a permanence and opportunity for analysis 

that make them especially valuable. However, most communication takes place orally; and it is 

important to develop skill both in formal oral presentations and in the ability to recognize 

conventions of oral communication and the ways in which oral communication can be enhanced 

an expanded by non-verbal means. We propose as part of the general education curriculum the 

demonstration of competence in oral communication, either by direct demonstration in a 

placement examination or by successful completion of a course that meets the following criteria: 

provides training in thought processes necessary to organize speech content 

requires students to analyze components of effective delivery and language 

imparts understanding of ways in which oral communication is amplified or inhibited by 
non-verbal forms of communication 

requires students to demonstrate ability to communicate information and ideas 
effectively to groups or in one-on-one conversation 

Critical Thinking - The ability to analyze an argument and recognize its strengths and 

weaknesses is a hallmark of an educated person. This ability develops fully through repeated 

practice in a wide variety of courses throughout a student's academic career. It is more fully 

and effectively developed, however, when students receive explicit instruction in critical thinking 

early in their college experience. We propose as part of the general education curriculum the 

demonstration of a basic competence in critical thinking, by successful completion of a course 

that meets the following criteria: 

- provides instruction in identifying and differentiating questions, problems, and arguments 

teaches students how to evaluate the appropriateness of various methods of reasoning 
and verification 

teaches students how to identify and assess stated and unstated assumptions, and 
critically compare different points of view 

introduces techniques for evaluating the quality of evidence and reasoning 

requires students to formulate questions and problems, construct and develop cogent 
arguments, and articulate reasoned judgments 

Visual Literacy - Increasingly, communication in the modem age depends less on 

speech and the written word and more on visual media. Images can be extremely effective 

tools for conveying information and mood, and it is important for today's college graduate to 

appreciate the power - for good and ill - of visual media. We propose as part of the general 

education curriculum the demonstration of a basic understanding of the techniques, history, and 

interpretation of the conventions of visual culture, by successful completion of a course that 

meets the following criteria: 
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- provides a foundation for a historical understanding of visual conventions, including both 
western and non-western cultures 

introduces the grammar and expressive potential of visual forms 

applies rigorous methodologies developed by social sciences, sciences, and humanities 
for the study of perception and interpretation of the visual world. 

requires students to be makers as well as interpreters, i.e. through the fabrication of 
visual essays and statements using new or traditional media. 

prepares the student to view and understand information presented in modes used in a 
variety of disciplines and areas. 

Quantitative Reasoning - Mathematics has long been a standard component of the 

university curriculum. Aside from the obvious practical utility of some mathematical topics, the 

study of mathematics can develop skill in the application of logic and, in some cases, critical 

thinking skills. We recommend as part of the general education curriculum a demonstration of 

competence in mathematical reasoning, either by performance on the mathematics Placement 

Exam that places a student at level IV or higher or by successful completion of a course that 

meets the following criteria: 

includes instruction in mathematical concepts 

requires the application of mathematical concepts to practical problems 

requires students to develop and present quantitative arguments 

We note that it may be possible for some courses to satisfy both these criteria and the 

criteria for the course in Critical Thinking. 

Information Literacy - Thanks to the explosive growth of electronic means of 

communication and data storage, an individual's access to information is now practically 

unlimited. It is imperative that today's university graduate develop skills in finding and 

evaluating information, both in print and in electronic form. We recommend as part of the 

general education curriculum a demonstration of competence in modern information gathering 

and evaluation, by successful completion of a course that meets the following criteria: 

- provides the student with an understanding of the organization of knowledge and 
information, including terminology and types of resources available 

- teaches students how to construct a research question and form a research strategy, 
including the selection of appropriate research tools 
provides the student with the theory, skills and technique required to be an effective 
online database searcher 

applies knowledge gained about types of resources, search strategy and the 
organization of information to the critical evaluation and use of materials 
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introduces students to issues regarding the ethical and legal use of information 

encourages students to develop research skills and habits that will contribute to their 
success as students and future professionals 

Computer Literacy - In the 21 st century preparation for life beyond the university 

surely includes learning how to use computers for a variety of tasks. Some students begin their 

studies at IUSB with extensive experience in the use of computers, while others lack these skills 

altogether. Opportunities exist, e.g., through "start-up" classes offered by the Office of 

Information Technologies, as well as through classes offered for credit, for students to acquire 

these skills. We recommend as part of the general education curriculum the demonstration of 

competence in the use of computers for a variety of purposes, either through satisfactory 

performance on a proficiency exam or by the successful completion of a course that provides 

instruction in these skills. Given the rapid evolution of computers and the purposes they serve, 

the list of competencies to be demonstrated should be reconsidered often. At this time we 

suggest the following list: 

knowledge of the basic terminology of computer hardware and software 

ability to perform essential file manipulation functions using one or more modem 
computer operating systems 

- ability to utilized basic features of common packaged software programs, including word 
processors, spreadsheets, databases, web browsers, and presentation software. 

IV.B. The Common Core 

A well-educated person possesses not only the Iiteracies described in the previous 

section, but also knowledge of literary and intellectual traditions, scientific descriptions of the 

world, human behavior and institutions, and artistic conventions. In most degree programs at 

IUSB this portion of the general education curriculum is provided by a distribution of discipline-

specific courses. This approach has merit, and we anticipate that academic units will require a 

variety of discipline-specific courses beyond what we recommend here. What is often lacking in 

this distributive approach, though, is coherence - the sense that study in these various 

disciplines has essentially the same character and goals. 

In order to bring more coherence to this portion of the curriculum, we recommend that 

these distributive curricula be constructed around a Common Core of four courses, which 

introduce students to many of the essential intellectual themes of four broad (and not mutually 

exclusive) groupings of disciplines. The working titles we suggest for these four courses are: 
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The Natural World; Human Behavior and Social Institutions; Literary and Intel/ectual Traditions; 

and Art, Aesthetics, and Creativity. 

We believe the themes common to each of these disciplinary groupings are most 

effectively taught in the context of their application to a particular topic within one of the 

disciplines, and we therefore propose that multiple versions of each of these courses be 

developed, each with its own departmental designation. For example, a Natural World course 

focusing on energy resources and the environment would be taught with a PHYS designation, 

while a Natural World course on the chemistry of food and nutrition would carry a CHEM 

designation. Obviously, there would not be a common syllabus for these two courses. Each 

version of the course should, however, have the following characteristics in common. 

The course should include a significant level of instruction in one of the fundamental 
literacies identified above. This will serve to emphasize the fact that the acquisition and 
continual development of these skills are essential to academic pursuits, and not 
obstacles to be overcome and then left behind. 

The course content should be at least modestly interdisciplinary, extending at least to 
other disciplines within the same broad grouping. For example, a Natural World course 
on energy and the environment might include instruction on the chemistry of fossil fuels, 
or the physiological effects of pollutants generated by the burning of these fuels. It might 
also include a treatment of the politics of attempts to limit the harmful effects of energy 
use. 

The course should include a treatment of one or more ethical issues that arise in 
connection with the course topic. This treatment should include not just identification of 
the ethical issue, but instruction in what constitutes ethical and unethical responses to 
the issue. 

Each version of the course should include in its content certain essential themes that 
serve to define the nature of inquiry in its broad family of disciplines. For example, each 
version of The Natural World might be required to include an introduction to the role of 
experimentation and testing of hypotheses in the advancement of scientific 
understanding. Or, it may be required to include an historical treatment of how current 
understanding evolved from earlier scientific and pre-scientific thought. The 
identification of these essential themes by groups of faculty in the appropriate disciplines 
should be one of the first tasks in the implementation of this curriculum. 

Most versions of the Common Core courses should be appropriate for students just 

beginning their university studies, i.e. they should carry no prerequisites other than completion 

of any necessary developmental courses in writing and mathematics and should be designed as 

100-Ievel courses. However, an interdisciplinary approach can be especially fruitful when 

students already have substantial background knowledge and understanding in one of the 

disciplines used to study a topic. We therefore also recommend the creation of some upper-

level versions of the core courses, at the 300 level. These courses could carry prerequisites, 
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and should in fact include as prerequisites the satisfaction of at least some of the Fundamental 

Literacies requirements. 

We feel that any decision concerning the distribution of core courses between 1 DO-level 

and 300-level versions is a matter best left to the implementation phase of this process, but we 

would favor a requirement that at least one of the four courses in the Common Core be taken in 

a 300-level version. 

The Natural World - The physical world around us and the laws that govern it have 

been the subject of intellectual inquiry for centuries. The emergence of a scientific approach to 

this inquiry, marked by experiment and testable hypotheses, has radically changed the 

relationship between humans and their physical environment. This core course will introduce 

students to the methods and logic of science and help students understand the importance of 

science to the development of civilization and to the contemporary world. It will serve to provide 

a context within which to evaluate the important scientific and technological issues we face in 

modem society. 

Human Behavior and Social Institutions - In order to understand themselves and 

their relationships with others in society, our students need to develop insight into human nature 

and the nature of social institutions, and of the major events and social processes that have 

shaped the world of the twenty-first century. This course will serve to introduce students to the 

distinctive perspectives of the social sciences in building an understanding of our world. They 

will also focus on the individual in relation to and as a product of that social world. It will develop 

in students an appreciation of the processes of social interaction and emphasize the analytic 

frameworks and techniques social scientists use to explain the causes and patterns of individual 

and institutional behavior. 

Literary and Intellectual Traditions - The humanities represent great traditions of 

inquiry into the human condition. The topics dealt with in literature, philosophy, history, and 

related disciplines often overlap, while the aesthetic approaches differ. This characteristic of the 

humanities makes them especially amenable to interdisciplinary study. The various versions of 

this course will typically take advantage of this overlap in content, by focusing on a topic that 

can be addressed from more than one of these disciplinary perspectives, and finding ways in 

which the principal disciplinary approach can be augmented and enriched by readings from 

other disciplines. 
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Art, Aesthetics, and Creativity - This course will explore the human need to 

experience and comprehend the creative process. It should encourage students to experience 

culture and cultural artifacts as makers, performers, and audiences. Students will gain 

familiarity with both the discipline and craft by which artists and performers achieve their 

characteristic effects, as well as the satisfactions inherent in that process. Versions of this 

course should explore the role of art, music, theatre or other such performances in the formation 

and expression of a particular culture and encourage respect for diverse cultures and the 

artifacts they produce. The course should incorporate a historical perspective, revealing both 

the processes of change in particular periods and the deeper continuities in social and spiritual 

values embodied in the impulse to make and participate in cultural performances. 

IV.C. Contemporary Social Issues 

Every component of the undergraduate curriculum serves, in some way, to prepare 

students for life beyond the university. An essential part of that preparation is study in depth of 

some of the pressing social issues that our graduates, as leaders and as involved citizens in 

their communities, will need to confront, as well as reflection on factors that will help them to 

construct for themselves rewarding and productive personal lives. The particular issues that 

deserve such special attention will change over time, of course. At present, we propose explicit 

attention in the general education curriculum to the subject of Diversity in American Society, the 

study of Non-Western Cultures, and the promotion of personal Health and WeI/ness. 

Diversity in American Society - The United States is a society of immigrants; and the 

diversity in ethnic, religious, and national influences that we enjoy as a result is one of our 

nation's greatest strengths and sources of pride. Nevertheless, it is surprisingly easy in the U.S. 

to live in virtual isolation from this rich diversity of cultures, and even to be ignorant of the ways 

in which race, class, gender, and sexual orientation shape an individual's view of American 

society. It is essential, at the beginning ofthe 21 st century, that a university education address 

this most pressing of national issues. We recommend as part of the general education 

curriculum the successful completion of a course that focuses on the issues of race, class, 

gender, and sexual orientation in American society. In order to satisfy this requirement, a 

course should meet the following criteria: 

develops an understanding of how factors such as race/ethnicity, class, gender, religion, 
and sexual orientation shape individual lives, how they are embedded in and have 
shaped our social institutions, and how they produce markedly different outcomes and 
opportunities for individuals and groups 
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develops an awareness of students' own biases regarding diversity, the origins of those 
biases, and their implications for social, economic, and political interactions 

leads students to an awareness of their own position within a privilege/oppression 
continuum, and enables them to explore the implications of that position for their lives 
and for their responsibilities as citizens of a multicultural democracy 

imparts an awareness of how U.S. culture has been, and continues to be, influenced by 
diverse Asian, African, Middle Eastern and Central- and South-American cultures, both 
historical and contemporary 

develops an appreciation of the culturally constructed nature of distinctions based on 
race/ethnicity, class, gender, religion, and sexual orientation, and of how they have 
varied historically 

Non-Western Cultures - In an international context, the 21 51 century can be expected to 

bring substantial changes in the global distribution of population, wealth, and political influence. 

The era of European dominance is past; and despite its current status as the world's sole 

superpower, the United States will see the influence of other countries and continents gain in 

the coming decades. In order to be prepared for this future, an educated American citizen 

should be familiar with the culture and politics of these emerging regions. We recommend as 

part of the general education curriculum the successful completion of a course that focuses on 

the history or present culture of one or more countries from the following continents or regions: 

Asia, the Middle East, Africa, or South America. In order to satisfy this requirement, a course 

should meet the following criteria: 

acquaints students with the culture, society, and values of a non-Western people, or 
explores knowledge traditions grounded in non-Western cultural paradigms 

provides a framework for understanding and appreciating ideas and values of cultures 
different from those that we commonly identify as "Western" 

may focus on a particular dimension of a culture or culture-area (e.g., social institutions, 
artistic productions, religious beliefs, historical experiences) as an organizing principle, 
but that dimension must be placed in reference to others that also significantly shape the 
culture. 

when comparative and cross-cultural in nature, must include in-depth study of at least 
two non-Western cultures or culture-areas 

may include an examination of the concept and practices of colonialism and its impact 
on contemporary cultures, including post-colonial and global economic dynamics 

Health and Wei/ness - The goal of university education is to prepare students for life 

beyond the university. While this preparation rightly focuses primarily on students' intellectual 

growth and development, it must not neglect their physical and emotional well-being. The 

importance of physical and mental well ness to success in life, as well as instruction in activities 

that promote and maintain this wellness, are important components of general education. We 
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recommend as part of the general education curriculum the successful completion of two credit 

hours of instruction in courses that contribute to students' understanding of the importance of 

physical and mental health, and that offer students the opportunity to acquire skills that will help 

them to achieve and maintain such health. Obvious examples are courses that involve students 

in athletic pursuits or instruct them on issues related to nutrition; but other examples could also 

be found. In order to apply to this requirement, a course should meet one or more of the 

following criteria: 

leads students to a demonstration of skills and knowledge of physical fitness concepts 
through the performance of activities that will enhance lifelong commitment to personal 
fitness and wellness 

imparts an understanding of holistic health concepts in a manner that invokes personal 
responsibility for health and wellness 

encourages and directs students to lifestyle changes geared toward the maintenance of 
healthy living and the prevention of disease and illness 

IV.D. Extended Learning 

Classroom instruction is the appropriate format for most of general education. However, 

the university environment offers a multitude of other opportunities for intellectual and cultural 

growth - colloquia, film series, theatrical and musical productions - which with proper thought 

and planning could be used to further enhance the coherence and effectiveness of the general 

education curriculum. Toward this end, we recommend the identification of a theme-

examples might be: The Environment; Revolutions; Science and Society; Africa; Ancient 

Civilizations - for each academic year, around which many of the year's co-curricular activities, 

as well as offerings in the Common Core, could be planned. This practice would significantly 

enhance the coherence of the general education curriculum, by providing an explicit and highly 

publicized example of a topic that can be approached from many disciplines. It could also 

become a highly visible and innovative signature feature of an IUSB education. 

V. Implementation Issues 

We offer in this report our recommendations on the essential elements of a campus-wide 

general education curriculum for IUSB. There are many details that would still need to be 

decided before these recommendations could be implemented. We believe that these details 

are more naturally part of an implementation process, to be undertaken if and when our broader 
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recommendations are adopted. In this section we offer some observations and 

recommendations relating to the implementation process. 

V.A. Implementation Task Force 

We feel that the implementation process should be carried out under the direction of a 

separate committee, although some overlap in membership between the implementation 

committee and our task force would be desirable. In order to be sustainable, the new general 

education curriculum must involve the active participation of many faculty members. Placing 

responsibility for implementation in the hands of the same faculty members who developed the 

broader form of the curriculum would be detrimental to its prospects for success. Following are 

a number of tasks that the implementation task force will need to address. 

Identification ofessential content of Common Core courses - One of the first tasks 

to be addressed in the implementation process should be the identification of the essential 

content for the initial offerings of the four courses in the Common Core. The Implementation 

Task Force should empanel for this purpose ad hoc committees of faculty members from those 

disciplines most closely identified with a particular Common Core course. 

The Implementation Task Force should also develop a process for reassessing the 

required content for these courses into the future. We feel strongly, for example, that those 

faculty members teaching the various offerings of one of the Common Core courses during a 

given semester should meet regularly to compare notes and formulate recommendations for the 

General Education Committee. 

Selection of first Extended Learning themes - It will be necessary to identify an 

Extended Learning theme at least a year in advance of the beginning of its effective academic 

year. If the General Education Committee is not convened until the new curriculum goes into 

effect, it will be necessary for the Implementation Task Force to make this selection for the first 

year, and perhaps for the first two years. 

Development of an assessment plan for general education - The identification of 

specific goals for general education at IUSB presents an opportunity to finally make real 

progress in the assessment of this portion of our curriculum. One more important responsibility 

of the Implementation Task Force will be to develop a plan for assessing the effectiveness of 

the new curriculum at achieving those goals. 

Handling of transfer students - Many of IUSB's students carry credits transferred from 

other institutions, and it will be necessary to establish clear policies for the application of transfer 
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credits toward the requirements of this general education curriculum. We see this as part of the 

implementation process, but we offer the following observations. For students who transfer in 

with relatively few credits, e.g. fewer than 30, we see no need to modify the requirements 

spelled out in these recommendations. For students with substantial transfer credits, e.g. more 

than 60, we recognize that it may be appropriate to waive some components of the general 

education requirements recommended here. It would probably not be appropriate, for example, 

to require these students to take all four of the courses in the Common Core. A better option 

may be to require of these students only one or two of the 300-level Common Core offerings. 

V.B. Director of General Education 

We recommend the creation of the position of Director of General Education, to be filled 

by a faculty member who would receive substantial reassignment from other duties. The 

coordination of this general education curriculum, specifically the creation of offerings in the 

Common Core, approval of courses as satisfying requirements in the Fundamental Literacies or 

in Contemporary Social Issues, coordination of the Extended Learning component, and 

monitoring of the assessment plan, will require substantial time and effort. 

We further recommend that the first Director be identified as soon as possible, that he or 

she be appointed as chair of an implementation task force, and that the reassignment from 

other duties be effective also during the implementation process. 

V.C. General Education Committee 

Even after the implementation phase, decisions will need to be made on approvals for 

specific courses to be identified as satisfying various requirements of the curriculum. We are 

reluctant to add this to the responsibilities of the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee, and 

we also recognize the utility of including members of the professional staff on such a committee. 

We therefore recommend, upon implementation of this curriculum, the creation of a General 

Education Committee as an advisory committee to the Academic Senate Curriculum 

Committee, with membership to be determined by the Curriculum Committee. 

V.D. Target for Implementation 

We recommend a target of Fall 2005 for the new curriculum to take effect. 
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Appendix 0 
IV South Bend Campus Diversity Efforts 2003-2004 

Recruitment: Recruitment 1Outreach 
• Various 21st Century Scholars summer tours 
• Educational Talent Search 121 st Century Scholar Night - Elkhart -

11104/2004 
• Educational Talent Search 121st Century Scholar Night - South Bend-

11130/2004 
• Goshen High School Hispanic Student Campus Visit 1Tour-

01/29/2004 
• College Information Night - South Bend - 03/30/2004 (Presented in 

English and Spanish) 
• College Information Night - Elkhart - 04/27/2004 (Presented in 

English and Spanish) 
• College 1Career Fair - Family Training and Worship Center, Elkhart-

05/08/04 

Scholarships 
• Civil Rights Heritage Center ("CRH") - 14 awards for $500 each for 

students to take a leadership role in research and projects for the CRH; 
10 awards for $250 each to students participating in the Freedom 
Summer program and tour of significant Civil Rights locations in the 
South. (New initiative in 2003.) 

• Clark Corporation Minority Student scholarship 
• The IV South Bend Opportunity Scholarship (Frank Schurz) (New in 

2003.) 
• The IV South Bend Book awards to incoming under-represented 

freshmen with minimum 2.8 GP A and counselor recommendation, 
$300 per semester (new initiative in 2004) through the Office of 
Admissions. 

• The use of alternative needs analysis form for internal scholarships, 
intended to enhance recruitment efforts in the Hispanic community. 

Making the Academic Connection Program: IV South Bend created the 
Making Academic Connection Program to improve the academic success 
of African American and Hispanic students. Since the academic attitudes 
and skills which promote success at the university are part of a much 
broader context, this new program is built around an intensive, pre-college 
summer academic "leadership" experience. A total of 33 students 
participated in the Leadership Academy, 20 high school students, and 13 
university students. 

The program enjoyed great success in the numbers of minority freshman 
students who completed the summer Leadership Academy for 2003. Ten 
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university students registered and completed the Academy. Nine of those 
same students registered for the subsequent fall semester at IU South 
Bend. The retention rate for those students was 90%. 

A very special tie exists between this program and the Civil Rights 
Heritage Center at IV South Bend. The values of the Civil Rights 
Movement - personal responsibility, sustained commitment, community 
justice, and the power of ordinary citizens - provide a wonderful historical 
context for developing academic skills and promoting citizen leaders. 
This innovative program is comprised of the following facets: 
• The Leadership Academy is a seven week summer program for 

twenty high school students and twenty entering freshmen. The goals 
of the Academy are to improve effective use of standard English 
language and to understand leadership principles of the Civil Rights 
Movement. The cost of the Academy is supported by the University. 

• Academic Cohorts is a mentor program initiated at the beginning of 
the fall 2002 semester. It is designed to assist minority and other 
under-represented students in their academic lives at IU South Bend. 
The objective of the program is to "create cohort groups for academic 
excellence." Regular contact with these students is provided through 
three-tiered mentoring that includes upper-level minority student 
mentors, minority faculty and staff mentors, and minority alumni and 
community leader mentors. 

• Step One is a student-initiated program to provide a positive 
environment and University support for the continued growth of skills 
and values taught during the summer Leadership Academy for high 
school students. For the 2003-2004 academic year approximately 35 
high school students participated in the Step One Program. 

4. The Minority Student Graduation Awards Luncheon: On May 10, 
2003, IU South Bend held its initial luncheon to honor Latino and 
African-American graduates. There were 75 undergraduate and graduate 
students, along with their parents, honored. All graduates received 
authentic hand woven kente stoles personalized with their graduation year. 
This year 73 undergraduate and graduate students will be recognized. 

5. The Civil Rights Heritage Center: The Civil Rights Heritage Center 
seeks to reawaken the values and personal commitments of the Civil 
Rights Movement in 21 st century communities. Some of the programs 
sponsored through the Center are: 
• Diversity Reading Program: IU South Bend students volunteer to 

visit and read to school children, daycare centers, and community 
organizations. The books selected reflect the many cultures in our 
community and provide additional support for lesson plans. Students 
read to about 200 young children each semester. 
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• Freedom Summer is an academic course led by Dr. Les Lamon, 
Professor of History and Director of the Civil Rights Heritage Center. 
The students leave the classroom to tour the South and talk with 
ordinary individuals who were integral to the civil rights movement. 
The students revisit the locations of historic marches, churches, and 
other sites. Veterans of the movement share their feelings and 
experiences with students. It is a living history experience which 
opens doors and minds. 

• 21st Century Scholars Citizenship & Education Program: The 
Center, in partnership with the 21st Century Scholars Program, has 
recently teamed up to launch "Continuing the Legacy: The Power of 
Education." The program stresses the importance of education in the 
civil rights movement and personal educational goals. 

6. Promoting Access and Success: A publication targeted for minority and 
under-represented students has been created to articulate our commitment 
to equity and academic excellence. 

7. Persistence Goals: According to the most recently calculated persistence 
rates, the African-American persistence rate increased from 52.1% for 
2001 to 63.4% for 2002. This reflects an increase of 11.3%. Hispanic 
students were retained at 72.7% for 2001 and 80.0% in 2002, an increase 
of 7.3 %. These gains continue to demonstrate and support the fact that ill 
South Bend's initiatives are enhancing minority student success. It should 
be noted that due to the relatively low enrollment ofHispanic students it is 
difficult to predict a consistent persistence gain. Other programs are being 
pursued to increase the enrollment rates of Hispanic students. It is 
significant to note that ill South Bend was one of only three regional 
campuses able to report on Hispanic figures because other campuses had 
enrolled 10 or fewer in one or more of the reporting periods. 

8. Lumina Foundation for Education - President's Fund for Student 
Success: ill South Bend was awarded a two year grant through the 
Lumina Foundation for Education to attract and retain African-American 
and Spanish speaking students. We are currently in the process of 
searching for a person to serve as Hispanic enhancement coordinator and 
recruiter. A key requirement of this position is fluency in Spanish. 

9. Office of Campus Diversity Events, 2003-2004: 
• 2003 Hispanic Heritage Month 

"'".- • Artist's Reception with featured artist: Maria Winston 
r* • Unsung Latina Heroine Awards Dinner 

-
• Candlelight Vigil against Hate Crimes 

(III!It. • Town Hall Meeting I, "Race and the Workplace" 
- • Town Hall Meeting II "Race and Education" 

• Conversations on Race VII 
,." 

r--
'. 
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• World AIDS Day 
• MLK Gospel Fest 
• Midwest Black Man's Think Tank 
• Educating Immigrant Children Conference 
• What's Happening Sister? Immigrant/International Women's 

Conference 
• Table Talk, Gay Marriage: Election Year Debate 2004 
• Town Hall Meeting III, "Race and the Brain Drain" 
• A Celebration of Asia 
• Second Minority Graduation Luncheon: Black and Latino graduates 

are recognized and awarded a colorful ethnic stole with the 
corresponding BlacklLatino Student Union emblem embroidered in 
gold as well as IU South Bend 2004. 

10. Disabled Student Services: Disabled Student Services ("DSS"), 
currently has two full time staff: Donna Lamborn works with Learning 
Disabled! ADHD and Mark Dosch works with physically disabled 
("Specialist"). There are a number of students who work with Disabled 
Student Services as tutors, readers, scribes and record textbooks on audio 
tapes. The number of students receiving disability-related counseling and 
accommodations through this office has doubled in the last two years. 
Two hundred fifty students are currently on file. Thirty-two additional 
students have received screening assessments and!or study or learning 
strategies training. 

Students receive academic or physical accommodations which are 
determined from an interview with the student and from current 
documentation provided by certified specialists. The accommodations are 
unique to the specific courses each semester. Students and the Specialist 
review the efficacy of the accommodations throughout the semester as 
needed. 

The effectiveness of the program is evaluated from feedback through 
yearly surveys of students as well as persistence and graduation rate of the 
students who choose to continue to receive services. Students are taught 
strategies that encourage, in many cases, independence of 
accommodations arranged by this office, or a decrease in personal contact 
with the Specialist as they experience academic success. 

The position of Learning Disabilities ("LD") Specialist was created as a 
result of a proposal funded by interest from the Lilly Grant to increase 
student retention. The goal is to increase student success and retention by 
providing reasonable and appropriate academic accommodations and 
support for those who are documented as learning disabled. The LD 
Specialist provides Learning Disabled Freshmen with a support plan 
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which includes regularly scheduled contacts to facilitate transition and 
adjustment. 

Responsibilities of Disabled Student Services staff also include an all-
campus component of providing screening assessments of students with 
suspected learning disabilities and making appropriate referrals to campus 
and community resources. DSS also provides frequent consultations and 
workshops with faculty and staff regarding student needs and alternative 
teaching and testing methods to insure compliance with federal disability 
laws. Staff also promote IU South Bend to local high schools and 
community groups, by explaining to potential students the process for 
receiving accommodations and services available. DSS helps conduct 
freshman orientation sessions and individual disability advising sessions 
for students for fall and spring semesters. 

Disabled Student Services also celebrates March as Disability Awareness 
Month. This year there were four free activities on campus. They 
included a panel discussion sponsored by the IU South Bend Student 
Chapter of The Council for Exceptional Children, an art show from local 
schools sponsored by The Students Together Able and Respected 
(ST AAR), South Bend Community School Corporation's 8th Annual 
Transition Fair, and an evening of entertaimnent by the "Jesters" from the 
University of St. Francis. Finally, there was an "Information Fair" that 
included information about various disabilities and local service providers. 

11. International Student Services: IV South Bend campus diversity is also 
enhanced through our commitment to international student recruitment 
and programming opportunities including a minor in international studies, 
faculty exchanges, overseas study, wand cultural activities involving the 
campus and community. IV South Bend currently enrolls 204 international 
students representing 62 different countries. International student 
recruitment activities were renewed during the 2003-04 academic year. 
On a regional level, we visited intensive English programs to introduce the 
IV South Bend program. Overseas recruiting activities included 
participation in three educational exhibitions in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
and Bangkok, Thailand. We also visited several private colleges in the 
Kuala Lumpur area and met with college representatives and students 
where we worked on revising articulation agreements and course 
equivalency tables with several of these schools. In Bangkok, we met with 
placement agency representatives who assist students in applying to U.S. 
colleges and universities. 

Another new international student recruiting effort undertaken this year is 
participation in an on-line virtual fair and development of an on-line 
profile. The on-line profile will be promoted in the regions of Latin 
American and Asia. The profile goes live in May, 2004. 
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	Indiana University South Bend is the only public, comprehensive, undergraduate and graduate degree-granting institution ofhigher education innorth central Indiana. The university is committed to excellence in technology-enhanced teaching, learning, and scholarship, supported by a solid core ofhighly qualified faculty and staff dedicated to helping a diverse body ofresidential and non-residential students succeed at the university and inlife. IU South Bend is distinguished by collaborative learning among stu
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	PURPOSE 
	PURPOSE 
	Indiana University South Bend, the only public, comprehensive, undergraduate and graduate degree-granting institution ofhigher education in north central Indiana, is committed to serving a diverse population ofresidential and nonresidential students by providing quality technology-enhanced educational programming based ona strong liberal arts and sciences foundation, and to promoting the economic, social, and cultural well-being ofthe region. 
	IV South Bend is dedicated to a comprehensive general education curriculum that fosters verbal, mathematical, and visua1literacies; disciplined inquiry; and critical thinking across all disciplines. 
	IV South Bend is committed to enhancing economic development in north central Indiana by providing academic programs that meet the needs ofstudents, and by responding to unique regional economic trends and service/manufacturing employment needs. IU South Bend also serves and enriches the region as a forum for discussion and civic engagement, as a showcase for the arts, and through community partnerships and consultancies. 
	The university strives to respond decisively to the growing demand for graduate degree programs and to assure statewide access to IU South Bend distinctions in faculty/student collaboration, programs that enhance diversity and provide a global perspective, the arts, and in the nursing and health professions. 

	PROGRAMS 
	PROGRAMS 
	The university offers a wide variety ofliberal arts and science, fme and performing arts, and accredited professional undergraduate and graduate degree programs each characterized by a strong liberal arts and science foundation. 
	IV South Bend offers associate degrees that are embedded in bachelor's degree programs and a few select associate degree programs that respond to specific community needs. IU South Bend has few remedial courses, reflecting its intention to seek and admit a student body well-prepared for collegiate study. 
	Additional graduate degree programs, professional school doctoral programs, expanded distance learning opportunities, and inter-institutional degree offerings are driven by community need and faculty expertise. 
	ADMISSIONS IU South Bend follows moderately selective admissions policies. At the undergraduate level, completionofthe CORE 40 degree with at least a C average in CORE 40 courses is a required admissions criterion for recent high school graduates. Applicants who have been out ofhigh 
	school for more than three years must have graduated from high school with a cumulative grade point average ofat lease 2.0 on a 4.0 scale. Admission to graduate programs is degree-specific. 
	STUDENT ENGAGEMENT IV South Bend supports development ofcampus residential and student life programs and activities that promote a university community where students, living and learning together, have a wide range ofopportunities to experience academic, cultural and social growth. Students are also encouraged to reach beyond campus boundaries to become engaged in internships, civic programs, volunteer services, and classroom consultation projects. 
	SCHOLARSIDP AND RESEARCH To fully realize its teaching and learning mission, to support its standards ofteaching excellence, and to provide students with a high quality undergraduate experience, IU South Bend maintains high expectations for faculty research, scholarship, and/or creative activity. 
	The IU South Bend faculty is committed to teaching that engages students in the joy of researching and expanding the knowledge base oftheir academic area. The university especially values research activity as a vehicle for "active learning." IU South Bend students are actively involved in group and individual research projects and field studies, collaborative faculty/student research, faculty guided independent study, and experiential and service learning projects and internships. 
	AREAS OF DISTINCTION Distinctiveness in Faculty/Student Collaboration Because ofits faculty-to-student ratio and small class size, IU South Bend is uniquely able to provide active and collaborative partnerships between students and faculty in the classroom, in the laboratory, and in the field. 
	Distinctiveness in Enhancing Diversity and a Global Perspective A growing population ofunderrepresented and international students, supported by a wide array ofprograms, provides an important dimension to a campus community committed to understanding diversity and world cultures. 
	Distinctiveness in the Arts The Ernestine M. Raclin School ofthe Arts is home to acclaimed programs in music, sculpture, and the fme and performing arts that attract world class faculty and talented students. 
	Distinctiveness in Nursing and Health Professions The present and future quality and growth ofhealth care in north central Indiana is intimately linked to IU South Bend. The combination ofcutting-edge clinical facilities, faculty preparation, and unique curricular offerings at Indiana University South Bend offer opportunities for students ofnursing from across the state to access a distinct educational experience. 
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	INDIANA UNIVERSITY SOUTH BEND 
	Question #1. Is there currently consistency between written campus admissions policies and practices? Should admissions standards be changed inanyway to achieve the student 
	body profile the campus wishes to serve, given its stated mission and program focus? 
	Current moderatelv selective admissions policies are consistent with the initiatives, stated mission, and program focus ofIUSouth Bend. Established policies are strictly adhered to in practice. In fall 2003, Chancellor UnaMae Reck established the Enrollment Management Advisory Committee to advise her onenrollment strategic planning goals and initiatives 
	including enrollment mix, the enrollment research agenda, enrollment analysis, marketing and branding, recruitment, admissions, retention, scholarships, financial aid, service, and institutional change resulting in increased enrollment and retention, and an increase inthe proportion offull-time students. 
	For the 2004 fall semester, IV South Bend showed the largest percentage gain inenrollment and credit hours ofall IVcampuses. Enrollment jumped 3 percent over last year and credit hours increased 4.1 percent. IV South Bend is poised to initiate focused strategies that will help us meet our goals ofincreasing the percentage ofhigh achieving, underrepresented, full-time, international, residential, transfer, and graduate students attending IV South Bend. 
	South Bend is the economic center for the region commonly referred to as Michiana, including St. Joseph, Berrien, and Cass counties inMichigan. As the only public comprehensive university in Michiana, the university must expand residential housing options, recruiting boundaries, and in-state tuition assessment to include southwestern Michigan counties ifwe are to fulfill our mission inthe region. 
	UndergraduatePrograms Undergraduate admissions practices areconsistent with theIndiana Commission for Higher Education recommendation thatfour-year regional campuses requirethe CORE 40 diploma as a criterionfor admission. All student applicants who are graduating, or who have graduated within the past three years, from an Indiana high school with a CORE 40 diploma and who have earned at least a C average in CORE 40 courses, orhave earned a C average in college-preparatory equivalent courses at out-of-state 
	Those with a general diploma are admitted onprobationona case-by-case basis upon evaluation ofCORE 40 courses and standardized test scores. In general, we recommend that students complete college-preparatory course work that includes eight semesters ofEnglish; six to eight semesters ofmathematics; six semesters ofsocial science (economics, government, history, psychology, or sociology); six semesters ofscience (biology, chemistry, physics, earth and space science, oradvanced environmental science); eight se
	Figure
	Applicants who are not offered admission to IV South Bend are given three options to attend IV South Bend in the future: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Participate in the IU South BendlIvy Tech State College's Transitions program. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Successfully complete the Essential Academic Skills (EAS) classes offered by IU South Bend'sDivision ofContinuing Education. Students who successfully complete these courses are admitted onprobation. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Complete 15 transferable credit hours including the IU South Bend equivalent courses ENG Wl31-Elementary Composition and MATH MO14-Basic Algebra at another universityortwo-year college with a 2.0 (C) orhigher. 


	CORE 40 is not evaluated for applicants who have been out ofhigh school three ormore years. Ifapplicants do not meet this criterion, they are eligible for probationary admission ifthey take placement exams and score 84+ onthe Nelson-Denny Reading Exam and test into W130 onthe English exam. Applicants who graduated from high school five or more years ago are awarded full admission ifthey have a cumulative high school grade point average of2.0 orbetter ona 4.0 scale, those with less than a 2.0 are admitted on
	Transfer applicants who have completed 15 ormore transferable general education courses, including anequivalent to IV South Bend'sElementary Composition (ENG W131) and Basic Algebra (MATH MOI4), with at least a C average are admitted to the university (Appendix AIV South Bend Undergraduate Admissions Practices). 
	-

	The applicant acceptance rate ofIV South Bend's fall 2004 cohort demonstrates that admissions materials and targeted recruiting efforts have resulted in a clear and consistent message to potential prospects and adult influencers about admissions criteria. Approximately20 percent ofbeginning freshmen areadmitted on probation. 
	Steady improvement in retention rates indicates that students admitted to the university under current criteria are likely to succeed. Retention rates across the beginning cohort have risen steadily over the past several years from anoverall first-to-second year retention rate of54.2 percent for the 1995 cohort to a 63.9 percent first-to-second year retention rate overall and a 69.5 percent first-to-second year retention rate for full-time beginning students for the 2002 cohort. IU South Bend is second only
	Graduate Programs IU South Bend is a comprehensive university offering 17 graduate programs inthe Ernestine 
	M. Raclin School ofthe Arts, the School ofBusiness and Economics, the School ofEducation, the College ofLiberal Arts and Sciences, the School ofPublic and Environmental Affairs, and the School ofSocial Work. These degree programs serve regional employment needs and prepare students for advanced graduate and professional studies. Admission to the graduate programs is degree-specific. Students must have obtained a bachelor's degree from an accredited college oruniversity with a minimum GP A as determined by t
	Question #2. Does the campus have the right degree levels and the appropriate mix of degrees to serve the needs ofthe student populations it has identified as its target population(s)? Forexample, will the campus continue to offer associate degrees as a core partofits mission? 
	IUSouth Bend currently has the right mix and levels ofdegrees to meet its core mission as a comprehensive public university. The university delivers a rich array ofliberal arts and science, fme and performing arts, and accredited professional school bachelor's and master's degree programs; each characterized by a strong liberal arts and science foundation. A new comprehensivegeneral education curriculum, required ofall students inevery major degree program including professional schools, fosters verbal, mat
	A highly qualified and collegial faculty also provides many opportunities for interdisciplinary bachelor degree study, offering minors and certificate programs in, for example, American studies, African-American studies, gerontology, film studies, international studies, and writing, thus expanding academic and career options and responding to changing economic needs ofboth traditional and nontraditional students. 
	IV South Bend has a strong history ofpartnerships with Ivy Tech Community College and other area two-year higher education institutions in Indiana and Michigan. Articulation agreements with these schools underscore our mission to offer degree completion to area students with A.A. and A.S. degrees from other institutions. 
	Graduate study at the master's level has an important place in the illSouth Bend curriculum. In response to community and constituent demands, IV South Bend has developed master's degree programs in education, music, business, social work, applied psychology, English, liberal studies, applied mathematics and computer science, and public administration. Asthe only comprehensive public institution in the region offering master's level degrees, IUSouth Bend programs respond to the pressing need for regional ac
	IUSouth Bend offers only associate degrees thatare embedded in bachelordegree programs and a few select associate degree programs that respond to specific community needs. Our associate degrees in dental hygiene and radiography, for example, each draw students from beyond our service area because IV South Bend the exclusive provider in the region. 
	Looking to the future, a master's in nursing and a doctorate in education would be next in the expansion ofgraduate programs needed to meet regional demands. Partnerships with other institutions ofhigher learning and the ability to offer distance learning would also enhance future graduate program offerings at illSouth Bend. 
	Question #3. Does the campus currently have significant remedial offerings?Ifso, should thatcontinue as a core partofthe mission ofthe campus, orshould admissions selectivity be increased to reduce the need for remedial courses and programs for students coming directly from high school? 
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	IUSouth Bend no longer has a significant complement ofremedial courses, reflecting its intention to seek. and admit a student body well-prepared for collegiate study. The university currently offers only one remedial course in English, one remedial course inreading, and two remedial courses inmathematics. The number ofstudents taking these courses continues to 
	decline and fewer students demonstrate a need for remediation. For the fall 2004 semester, two sectionsofremedial English (not including ESL) had just 14 students, combined. Remedial mathematics sections have shown a steady decline in enrollment from 935 students in fall 2000 to 384 in fall 2004. 
	As at even "elite" private universities, some students who meet basic entry requirements nevertheless place below college-level onpost-entry placement tests inmathematics orwriting. Thus, a small percentage ofincoming students, including some matriculants who are over 25 years ofage and may have been away from formal instruction for a considerable time, are advised to enroll ina pre-collegiate level writing or math course. 
	Students whose placement tests indicate they need more extensive remediation areadvised to matriculate atIvy Tech oranothercommunity college to preparefor possiblefuture transferto IUSouthBend. Over 500 illSouth Bend applicants have been advised to participate in the illSouth BendlIvy Tech Transitions program in the past three years. Success ofthe Transitions program, complemented by extensive program articulation agreements with other two-year institutions, was evidenced bya 12 percent increase in fall 200
	Question #4. Whatis currently the relationship between research/scholarship requirements/expectations and the mission ofthe campus? Should thatrelationship be changed inanyway, and how should thecampus address this as a campus mission issue? 
	IUSouth Bend incorporates research as a complementary strength to its core teaching mission. Every day, in classrooms, laboratories, and studios across the campus, illSouth Bend students work with and learn from faculty who are current in, excited by, and contributing to the disciplines inwhich they teach. Students are challenged to pose essential questions about discovery and truth and to probe answers to yet unasked questions. 
	IV South Bend considers itself a "learning organization." To fully realize its teaching and learning mission, to support its standards ofteaching excellence, and to provide our students with a high quality undergraduate experience,IVSouthBend has always maintained high expectations for faculty research, scholarship, and/orcreative activity. Students leave our campus prepared for graduate work, with new and broader career options. 
	The university especially values research, scholarship, and creative activity as vehicles for "active learning," a factor in student success. Indeed, at illSouth Bend students are the greatest beneficiaries offaculty research, scholarship, and creative activity. For example, illSouth Bend is proud ofits well-developed undergraduate research program (Student-Mentor Academic Research Teams = SMART), in which students work with faculty mentors onprojects ranging from sculpture and filmmaking to research in Afr
	Students are also the beneficiaries ofextensive service learning opportunities. They are working 
	with faculty supported by campus compact grants, through classroom consultation projects, in 
	supervised internships arranged ina number ofdiscipline areas, and through community links 
	volunteer programs. 
	One hundred percent oftenure-track faculty have their terminal degrees and the majority ofnew faculty members come to IU South Bend with terminal degrees and significant scholarly preparation and publication, as well as strong teaching experience. illSouth Bend offers competitive internal grants for both research and curriculum development to encourage faculty to pursue their areas ofinquiry and expertise. Summer Faculty Fellowships also provide a boost to pre-tenure faculty completing their research and pu
	IU South Bend recently hired an Associate Vice Chancellor for Graduate Programs and Sponsored Research who will give additional support and encouragement to faculty seeking external funding for research. Recent examples ofIU South Bend faculty scholarship receiving international recognition include Fred Naffziger'S extensive commentary on the BBC, NBC, NPR, Wall Street Journal, NY Times, and USA Today regarding the Catholic Church's bankruptcy crises; Han Levine's cutting-edge research on astroparticle phys
	Question #5. Whatare the elements, factors, orcharacteristics thattie aU campuses 
	together to make Indiana University one university with multiple campuses? Should 
	general education be used for this purpose, oris there another common elementthatcould 
	better serve this purpose? 
	Indiana University's multiple campuses are tied together by the abiding beliefthat a strong foundation in the liberal arts andsciences is an essential component ofall degree programs. 
	This unifying characteristic should include a common core ofgeneral education principles. IU 
	South Bend has adopted such principles in its new general education curriculum which is 
	mandatory in all programs (Appendix C -General Education Task Force Report and 
	Recommendations). 
	The specific curricular strategies used to assure that students achieve these common overarching 
	elements should be developed by and reflect the unique constituencies ofthe eight campuses. 
	General education curriculum must be defined locally to ensure the campus fit and ownership 
	necessary to achieve a common core ofambitious transformational goals. 
	While the scope ofour impact varies widely across Indiana University's eight campuses, we are also all tied together by a strong, continuing commitment to enhancing economic development in the regions we serve andacross the state. This commitment includes: 1) providing academic programs that meet the needs ofregional students; 2) broadening IU's economic impact by fully developing campuses in economic centers beyond Indianapolis and Bloomington to attract students from across the state, the nation, and the 
	While the scope ofour impact varies widely across Indiana University's eight campuses, we are also all tied together by a strong, continuing commitment to enhancing economic development in the regions we serve andacross the state. This commitment includes: 1) providing academic programs that meet the needs ofregional students; 2) broadening IU's economic impact by fully developing campuses in economic centers beyond Indianapolis and Bloomington to attract students from across the state, the nation, and the 
	trends. Community enrichment through arts, culture, athletics, moral and civic engagement, and intellectual pursuit complement the economic development aspects ofIU campuses. 

	Sharing resources, both human and capital, is another important way that all Indiana University campuses. are tied together. Information technologies and library resources are two important examples ofhowwe combine resources across campuses to provide services that would be cost prohibitive otherwise. Centralized services in marketing, land and facilities development, fund development, student enrollment services, and government relations provide human and financial resources that enable smaller campuses re
	Question #(). Should diversity ofofferingswithin Indiana University be a goalfor the future? Forexample, should IU campuses have differentiated missions by having different foci for different campuses, perhapswith some campuses beyond Bloomington andIUPUI having a statewide mission? Orshould the regional campuses remain fairly homogenous as they are now? 
	The regional Indiana University campuses are not homogenous. Each campus has already developed distinctive programs that reflect both regional needs andfaCUlty strengths. The regional campuses vary significantly both in size and program scope; from a small, totally undergraduate rural campus in Richmond, to a comprehensive Master's I universitY of7,500 residential and commuter students in South Bend. Regional campuses have become far more heterogeneous as they have developed and grown to meet the diverse ne
	IU South Bend is a growing institution with credit hour production up more than 4 percent over last year's record breaking numbers. This dramatic growth in credit hours reflects a growing demand from full-time traditional age students and emphatically points to our current need to supportthe"new" IUSouth Bend studentwith strong residential and studentlife programs. 
	Over the past decade, the campus has been transformed by a new classroom building, student activities center, and central mall. Renovation ofthe Associates Building into a modem classroom facility and the expansion ofstudent housing will allow IU South Bend to continue to meet the needs ofthe region. Two years ago there were no public institutions ofhigher education in northern Indiana with on-campus housing. Today, Purdue University has moved to initiate residential housing onthree northern Indiana campuse
	IU South Bend's mission as a comprehensive public university, its support ofinstructional and academic technology, and its commitment to Indiana University's core mission to promote the educational and economic well-being ofthe citizens ofIndiana will continue to guide its future. The idea ofhaving each campus articulate and adopt "select" missions, in addition to the 
	IU South Bend's mission as a comprehensive public university, its support ofinstructional and academic technology, and its commitment to Indiana University's core mission to promote the educational and economic well-being ofthe citizens ofIndiana will continue to guide its future. The idea ofhaving each campus articulate and adopt "select" missions, in addition to the 
	core mission, presents IVSouth Bend with anexcitingopportunity to further distinguish itselfandaddfocus to campus programmaticand budgetary decisions. Highlighting established and emerging areas ofstatewide excellence and distinction is an exciting way to "differentiate" the regional campuses without losing sight oftheir common purposes. IU South Bend's statewide distinctions infaculty/student collaborative and experiential learning through research; diversity enhancement programs; the fme, cultural, and pe

	Distinctivenessin Faculty/Student Collaboration The IV South Bend faculty is distinguished byits commitment to teaching that reveals to students, and involves students in, the joyofresearching and expanding the knowledge base of their academic area. This commitment involves an active and collaborative partnership between students and faculty in the classroom, in the laboratory, and inthe field. 
	As Indiana University's third largest campus, IV South Bendis uniquely suited to the student who seeks both the personal attention made possible by oursmallstudentto faculty ratio (14:1) and the breadthoffaculty expertise andcampus resources necessary to support research activities. IV South Bend students are actively involved in group and individual research projects and field studies, collaborative faculty/student research, faculty-guided independent study, and experiential and service learning projects a
	As mentioned earlier, the university especially values research, scholarship, and creative activity as vehicles for "active learning," a factor in student success. Indeed, at IV South Bend students are the greatest beneficiaries offaculty research, scholarship, and creative activity. Embracing Indiana University's commitment to undergraduate research, IV South Bend initiated the Undergraduate Research Fund in 1989. In the last three years, the university has distributed more than $50,000 in awards to studen
	The Schools ofPublic and Environmental Affairs and Business and Economics involve students incommunity-based projects that often involve public presentations, formal reports, or recommendations to profit or not-for-profit boards oradministrative officers. Internship programs that guide students in applying. academic principles to the workplace are also offered by many departments. 
	IV South Bend Honors Program students frequently initiate original research projects. The Freshman Honors Colloquium introduces honors students to world-class scholars; the joys of exhilarating academic discussion; and the critical thinking, research, and communication skills necessarY for academic success. The Freshman Research Seminar features the research ofsix 
	IV South Bend Honors Program students frequently initiate original research projects. The Freshman Honors Colloquium introduces honors students to world-class scholars; the joys of exhilarating academic discussion; and the critical thinking, research, and communication skills necessarY for academic success. The Freshman Research Seminar features the research ofsix 
	Freshman Honors Colloquium students who have distinguished themselves by writing outstanding term papers. The students present their research to a panel ofacademic experts and community leaders. In addition, the Honors Program publishes proceedings ofthese papers. 

	Distinctiveness in EnhancingDiversity and a Global Perspective IU South Bend has worked hard over the past decade to realize a steady increase in the diversity ofour student population. For fall semester 2004, we have the highest percentage (.5) of American Indian students ofany IV campus, the third highest percentage ofAfrican American students (6.3) after IV Northwest and IUPUI, and the second highest percentage ofHispanic students (2.6) after IV Northwest. The university has increased the percentage ofmi
	IU South Bend's continuing commitment to enhancing diversity and a global perspective is evidenced in our new General Education Program which requires all undergraduates to complete one course in the areaof"Diversity in U.S. Society" and one in "Non-Western Cultures" as part ofthe Contemporary Social Values portionofthe curriculum. 
	IU South Bend is dedicated to enhancing diversity in the curriculum, classroom, campus, and community; to reawakening the values and personal commitments ofthe civil rights movement in 215t century communities; and to reflecting and expanding a global perspective (Appendix D IU South Bend Diversity Efforts 2003-2004). 
	-

	Since 1995, the Office ofCampus Diversity has played a central role in campus efforts to enhance diversity in the student body, staff, and faculty; promote a more inclusive campus climate; and to enhance retention, leadership, and academic achievement ofillSouth Bend students in underrepresented groups. The office works closely with the affirmative action officer to enhance funding and recruitment efforts to attract and retain a more representative faculty and staff. The campus recently dedicated a share of
	The Civil Rights Heritage CenteratillSouth Bend uses the civil rights movement as living history to promote a better understanding ofindividual responsibility, race relations, social change, and minority achievement. The center was conceived by illSouth Bend students following their participation in the Freedom Summer 2000 study tour ofthe civil rights movement in the South. 
	Participants in the SummerLeadership Academy for minority high school juniors and graduating seniors earn high school or college English credit while exploring civil rights issues, traveling to local civil rights sites, developing their own research papers, and improving their reading and writing skills. 
	The Academic Cohorts program provides academic and social support by connecting underrepresented IV South Bend students to peer, faculty and staff, and community mentors; and by presenting programming that clarifies academic expectations and encourages academic achievement. With support from a Lumina Foundation grant, IV South Bend is building on the Academic Cohorts program foundation to recruit and support Spanish-speaking students in the growing Hispanic community in our region. 
	The university reaches out to underrepresented high school students through two unique programs. Step One, a teen leadership program for underrepresented high school students, helps participants develop life skills that will prepare them for college. Participants inthe 21st Century ScholarsCitizenship and Education Program "Continuing the Legacy: The Power ofEducation," read a book written by one ofthe students who desegregated Little Rock Central High School in 1957 and research the educational goals ofa p
	The university also reaches out to the campus and regional communities through the Midwest 
	BlackMan's ThinkTank, as well as many other conferences, table talk sessions, town hall 
	meetings, and lectures offered bythe IU South Bend Office ofCampus Diversity. The annual 
	Conversations on Race, which received a commendation from President Bill Clinton in 1998, 
	brings nationally-known speakers to campus while providing a forum to examine human issues 
	during small group discussions. 
	IU South Bend campus diversity is also enhanced through ourcommitment to international student recruitment and programming opportunities including a minor in international studies, faculty exchanges, overseas study, and cultural activities involving the campus and community. This fall, 219 international students are bringing an expanded global perspective to the IU South Bend campus. Many international students share campus residential housing with other IU South Bend students, including student athletes. T
	f'IIIi\ Organization. 
	IU South Bend has had an average enrollment ofmore than 200 international students each year since 1998. Itis a tribute to the international program atIV South Bend that the numberof international students coming to campus has surpassed pre-9tH levels. Success inthe international arena is the result ofa long-term commitment by IU South Bend to provide the resources required to ensure necessary international recruiting and student services support. 
	Distinctiveness in the Arts The Arts at Indiana University historically has been a program ofexcellence. IU's School of Music is world renowned and has produced scores ofprofessional musicians, composers, theorists, and educators. Similarly, IU South Bend's Ernestine M. Raclin School ofthe Arts is one ofthe university's signature programs and the only endowed and named school on a regional campus. Named after a prominent citizen and supporter ofthe arts within South Bend and the region, the Raclin School of
	The Raclin School ofthe Arts is home to the Toradze Piano Studio that attracts students from across the globe to study piano with the celebrated concert pianist andmaster teacher, AlexanderToradze. Studio students perform in piano concerts and festivals throughout Europe and North America. Professors Alexander Toradze and GeorgeVatchnadzeperform for world audiences to critical acclaim. Additionally, IU South Bend is among a handful ofuniversities in the United States with a resident string quartet. The Aval
	The Raclin School ofthe Arts has anexcellent visual arts program as well. TuckLangland, recently retired and one ofthe premier sculptors inthis country, has beenreplaced byDora Natella, an extraordinarily promising sculptor who exhibits in some ofthe same venues as does Langland. Moreover, theatre at IU South Bend is perennially acclaimed as one ofthe region's best production teams. The program is noted for the quality ofits design and technical elements and includes among its graduate an Emmy Award winner 
	Distinctiveness inNursing and Health Professions Indiana University South Bend is the only public university in the north central part ofthe state awarding the bachelor's degree in nursing, the associate ofscience degree in radiology, the associate ofscience degree in dental hygiene, and the certificate indental assisting. In addition, IU South Bend offers the foundation for various health profession degrees, offering prerequisite science courses. 
	IU South Bend provides high quality education for health professionals. Students inthe health professions have a strong preparation in the liberal arts and sciences. All ofthe programs inthe health professions are accredited by their appropriate agencies, and all meet orexceed the accreditation requirements. The faculty inthe health professions are well respected community leaders, sought as speakers, consultants, and board members. They have initiated research and service programs that have involved the co
	Health care delivery in the north central region ofIndiana is in a stateofgrowth, characterized by expansion inboth services and building throughout the area. Memorial Hospital ofSouth Bend is building a wing to accommodate cardiac surgical services and plans both a newregional oncology service and a children's hospital. Saint Joseph Regional Medical Center has purchased land and intends to build a new hospital, and continues to expand selective services such as orthopedics. Elkhart General Hospital has rec
	IU South Bend is in the unique position to continue to educate well qualified health care professionals, and is poised to further its role in the preparation ofhealth care professionals. Increasing sophistication ofhealth care services coupled with newly developed technology require that the workforce be well educated. The combination ofcutting-edge clinical facilities, faculty preparation, and unique curricular offerings at Indiana University South Bend offer opportunities for students ofnursing from acros
	The present and the future ofhealth care in the region are intimately and ultimately linked to IU South Bend, the leading provider ofeducation for its health care professionals. These health care needs will continue to increase; it is in the best interest ofthe public to expand the provision of health care professional education at Indiana University South Bend. 
	Conclusion Indiana University South Bend is poised to move forward into the next decade and beyond with a clearly articulated mission and mission statement that reflect our mission differentiation deliberations and our campus strategic and enrollment management plans. 
	As indicated in our IU South Bend Strategic Plan, we envision a promising and dynamic future. By 2015, we see a campus where residential and nonresidential students, faculty, and the community have a wide range ofopportunities to experience academic, cultural, and social growth. Reflecting the growing impact ofthe general education curriculum, the campus will be a forum for discussion, a showcase for the arts, a hub ofstudent life activities, and a source for expanded community partnerships, internships, co
	The campus community will reflect the university's commitment to diversity with at least 20 percentofIU South Bend students coming from underrepresented groups. African American, Hispanic, and American Indian students from across the state will be attracted to IU South Bend by the opportunity to participate in a wide array ofprograms responsive to the unique experiences ofunderrepresented students. International students will continue to add an important dimension to a student body committed to enhancingwor
	IU South Bend will be the "university ofchoice" for residential and non-residential students from across the state, the nation, and from around the world ifthey desire the personal attention ofan Indiana University campus with 8,000 to 10,000 students coupled with an opportunity to participate in programs offered by the world renowned ErnestineM. Radin Schoolofthe Arts, award winning programs leading to high demand professions in nursing and health professions, or in undergraduate faculty/student collaborat
	Under the direction ofPresident Herbert, with a clearly defined unique mission, IU South Bend is positioned to help Indiana University: 1) expand its influence and impact onthe economic, social, and cultural life ofnorthern Indiana; 2) provide quality academic programs based on a strong foundation in the liberal arts and sciences; 3) provide prospective students with a choice oflarge, urban, orsmall campus residential programs; 4) focus resources to support distinct campus strengths; and 5) ensure that the 
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	Appendix A IU South Bend Undergraduate Admissions Practices (Effective: September 2003) 
	IU South Bend divides undergraduate applicants intothe following categories: Bachelor Degree Seeking Programs Associate Degree Seeking Programs Certificate Seeking Programs Advance College Project High School I Concurrent Enrollment Undergraduate Non-Degree Guest Students 
	Degree and Certificate Programs -Beginning Freshman I High School Graduate (outof high school less than three years) 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Graduate or graduate candidate from an Indiana high school orcomparable out-of-state institution. 

	• 
	• 
	At least a 2.0 cumulative high school grade point average (GPA) on a 4.0 scale. 

	• 
	• 
	Rank in upper half ofhigh school class 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	C average in Indiana's Core 40 curriculum, if applicable. In general, we recommend that students complete college-preparatory course work that includes: 

	o 
	o 
	o 
	Eight semesters ofEnglish 

	o 
	o 
	Six to eight semesters ofmathematics 

	o 
	o 
	Six semesters ofsocial science (economics, government, history, psychology, or sociology) 

	o 
	o 
	Six semesters ofscience (biology, chemistry, physics, earth and space science, oradvanced environmental science) 

	o 
	o 
	Eight semesters offoreign language, fine arts, computer science, or technical skills 

	o 
	o 
	Two semesters of health, physical education, orsafety 

	o 
	o 
	2-4 elective semesters in the subjects listed above 



	• 
	• 
	SAT score ofat least 950 and/or an ACT score ofat least 20. 

	• 
	• 
	Pass ISTEP / GQE (Indiana HS graduates only) 

	• 
	• 
	Official high school transcript 

	• 
	• 
	Counselor Recommendation (current high school students only) 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Admission Status . 

	o 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Full Admit 

	• 2.0/CORE 40, top 50% or 950+ SAT/20+ ACT 

	o 
	o 
	Probationary Admit • 2.0/CORE 40, bottom 50% and <950 SAT/<20 ACT 




	• 2.0+/Low CORE 40 and 950+ SATl20+ ACT 
	• 2.0+/Majority CORE 40 subject area (English, Mathematics, Social Science, Science, Foreign Languages) 
	o Deferred Admit 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	<2.0 Cumulative GPA 

	• 
	• 
	2.0+/Low CORE 40 and low SAT/ACT scores 


	Degree and Certificate Programs -Beginning Freshman I High School Graduate (out of high school between three and five years) 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Graduation from an Indiana high school or comparable out-of-state institution. 

	• 
	• 
	At least a 2.0 cumulative high school grade point average (GPA) on a 4.0 scale. 

	• 
	• 
	Official high school transcript 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Admission Status 

	o 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Full Admit 

	• High School Graduate with 2.0 GPA 

	o 
	o 
	o 
	Probationary Admit 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	High School Graduate with less than a 2.0 GPA 

	• 
	• 
	Required to take placement exams and score 84+ on Nelson-Denny Exam and Lev!;!I III English 



	o 
	o 
	Deferred Admit 


	• <2.0 Cumulative GPA and Low placement test scores or no record of placement tests 

	• 
	• 
	Note: Applicants in this category with a CGPA below 2.0 are given the option of taking placement exams to determine competencies in English and reading. Students are admitted on probation ifthey score 84 or higher on the Nelson-Denny Reading Exam and test into W130 on the English exam. 


	Degree and Certificate Programs -Beginning Freshman I High School Graduate (out of high school five or more years) 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Graduation from an Indiana high school or comparable out-of-state institution. 

	• 
	• 
	Official high school transcript 

	• 
	• 
	Note: Applicants in this category with a CGPA below 2.0 are admitted on probation. 


	Degree and Certificate Programs -Beginning Freshman I GED Recipients (regardless of age) 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	52/520 on the General Educational Development (GED) test. 

	• 
	• 
	SAT or ACT exam ifapplicant has been out ofschool less than three years 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Admission Status 

	o 
	o 
	o 
	o 
	Full Admit 

	• 62 /620 or higher GED score 

	o 
	o 
	o 
	Probationary Admit 

	• Minimum 52 1520 GED score and less than 62 1620 

	o 
	o 
	Defer Admit 


	• Less than 52 1520 GED score 

	• 
	• 
	Note: Applicants in this category with a GED score below 52 / 520 and their test date is more than five years old are given the option of taking placement exams to determine competencies in English and reading. Students are admitted on probation ifthey score 84 or higher on the Nelson-Denny Reading Exam and test into W130 on the English exam. 


	Degree and Certificate Programs -Transfer Applicants 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Graduation from an Indiana high school or comparable out-of-state institution. At least a 

	2.0 cumulative high school grade point average (GPA) on a 4.0 scale or a 520 on the GED. 

	• 
	• 
	If applicant has graduated from high school within the last three years and have less than 15 transferable hours, C average in Indiana's Core 40 curriculum. 

	• 
	• 
	2.0 CGPA on their previous college coursework. 

	• 
	• 
	SAT score ofat least 950 and/or an ACT score ofat least 20 ifapplicant has graduated from high school within the last three years 


	o 
	o 
	o 
	Official high school transcript if applicant has less than 26 transferable hours 

	o 
	o 
	Note: students with less than a 2.0 CGPA on their previous college coursework may be admitted on probation on a case by case basis after sitting out one academic semester not including summer sessions. 


	High School I Dual Enrollment 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Official high school transcript showing at least a 2.5 GPA on a 4.0 scale 

	• 
	• 
	Counselor Recommendation 


	Undergraduate Non-Degree 
	• 2.0 cumulative high school grade point average (GPA) on a 4.0 scale or 520 on the GED 
	Guest Students 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Official college or university transcript indicating good academic standing. Other acceptable documents are a letter ofgood standing or the most recent grade report from the home institution. . 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Average or above-average achievement at the home institution (at least a 2.0 GPA on a 

	4.0 scale) 

	• 
	• 
	Students between their senior year in high school and their freshman year in college must submit a letter of acceptance from their home institution. 


	CORE 40 Requirements We closely evaluate CORE 40 courses for beginning freshman who have graduated from high school within the past three years. Students with a final CORE 40 diploma and at least a 2.0 CGPA are offered admission to IU South Bend. Students with a general diploma are admitted on probation on a case by case basis upon evaluation ofCORE 40 courses and standardized test scores. 
	CORE 40 is not evaluated for applicants who have been out of high school three or more years. 
	High School Standing Class ranking is used in the admission process to determine full or probationary admit to beginning freshman applicants who have graduated from high school in the last three years. 
	Students are never denied admission solely on class rank. 
	Standardized Exams (SAT orACT) Standardized tests are used in the admission process to determine full or probationary admit to beginning freshman applicants who have graduated from high school in the last three years. 
	IU South Bend will accept either the SAT or ACT exam. 
	Students are never denied admission solely on their standardized test scores. 
	Appendix B SMART Awards 2002 2004
	q 
	Student: 4/30/2003 $580
	Project Title
	Carrie Aldrich 
	Social Influences on Academic
	Mentor: 
	Achievement
	Scott Sernau 
	\ ' 7V Travel Grant 
	Student: 4/11/2003 $21 0 
	Project Title
	Audra Ammerman 
	Midwest Sociology Conference 
	Mentor: 
	Mark Jones 
	Sociology -SOCA 
	Student: 
	Project Title 3/12/2002 $408 Miguelangelo Basandaio 
	Midwest Student Sociological Conference 
	Mentor: 
	2002
	Gail McGuire Travel Grant 
	Sociology -saCA 
	ProjectTitle 4/11/2003 $500 Edward Behnke 
	Student: 

	Dark Matter Detector Development and 
	Mentor: 
	Characterization
	lIan Levine Physics -PHYS 
	Project Title 10/6/2003 $400 
	Presentation at the 14th Annual Argonne Symposium for Undergraduates in Science 
	ProjectTitle 3/1/2004 $720 Edward Behnke 
	Student: 

	IUSB Picasso Collaboration Presentations 
	Mentor: Ilan Levine 
	_______________!1_S'____________________________________ _____
	Physics -PHYS 
	SMART Awards 2002 -2004 Student: 4/11/2003 $3,000
	Project Title .

	Kristen Budd 
	Kristen Budd 
	Single Mothers in Poverty: The Influencing 
	Mentor: 
	Factors

	Gail McGuire 
	Gail McGuire 
	Summer Fellowship 
	Sociology -SOCA Student: 12/3/2003 $500
	Project Title .
	Aaron Cohen 
	Society for Integrative and Comparative 
	Mentor: 
	Biology Conference 
	Robert Pope 
	Travel Grant 
	Biology -BSCI Student: 6/5/2002 $500
	Project Title
	Chris Coryn 
	Program Evaluation/Impact Assessment: 
	Mentor: 
	Goodwill Industries of Michiana, Inc. 
	-


	John Mcintosh 
	John Mcintosh 
	WorkOne Program Research Expense 
	Psychology -PSY Student: 6/16/2004 $500
	Project Title
	Jason DeBoni 
	Graph Theory 2004 Conference 
	Mentor: Dana Vrajitoru Travel Grant 
	Student: 4/1212004 $3,000
	Project Title
	Steve Duleh 
	Isolation of Proteins Involved in Cellular 
	Mentor: 
	Movement
	Robert Pope 
	Summer Fellowship 
	Biology -SSCI Student: 8/28/2003 $499
	Project Title
	Sarah Freeman 
	The Behavioral Patterns of Captive Ring-
	Mentor: 
	Tailed Lemurs & Black and White Ruffed 

	Brenda Knowles 
	Brenda Knowles 
	Lemurs 
	Lemurs 
	Research Expense 

	(IlIA 
	Figure
	SMART Awards 2002 -2004 
	4/11/2003 $1,500
	Student: Project Title Megan Galvin A Study of Blood Oxygen-Binding 
	. . Mentor: Characteristics of the Sandbar Shark 
	".. Peter Bushnell (Carchathinus plumbeus) Summer Fellowship 
	Student: Janet Gilbert Mentor: Linda Crimson 
	,., Arts "... 
	Student: Monique Gregg Mentor: Gail McGuire 
	Student: 
	Group Travel Mentor: Terri Demmon 
	5/5/2003 $568
	Project Title Sculpture Event 
	Creative Project 
	3/25/2004 $667
	Project Title Midwest Student Sociology Conference 
	Travel Grant 
	5/12/2004 $1,200
	Project Title EISTA Informatics Conference 
	Travel Grant 
	Student: 4/11/2003 $1,500
	Project Title 
	Pritha Gupta 
	Lower bound to the ground-state
	Mentor: 
	eigenvalue
	Matthew Marmorino Summer Fellowship 
	Chemistry-CHEM 

	f/fIA Student: 3/24/2003 $553
	Project Title 

	Hale Henderson 
	Hale Henderson 
	Determinants of Job Choice
	". Mentor: ,... Steve Norton __ Research Expense 
	,.
	,.. 


	,... 
	,... 
	Student: Kathleen Kiesselbach Mentor: Alan Larkin Arts -FINA 
	Student: Kathee Kiesselbach Mentor: Alan Larkin Arts -FINA 
	Student: Stefanie Koski Mentor: Jonathan Nashel History -HIST 
	Student: Tanya Lambert Mentor: Roy Schreiber History -HIST 
	Student: Scott Marley Mentor: Jerry Hinnefeld Physics -PHYS 
	Student: Michelle Marshall Mentor: Deborah Marr Biology -SSCI 
	SMART Awards 2002 -2004 
	6/9/2002 $407
	ProjectTitle Wood EngravinglLetterpress \Norkshop 
	Creative Project 
	4/17/2003 $540
	ProjectTitle Wood Engraving Summer Workshop 
	Creative Project 
	3/11/2002 $2,300
	ProjectTitle Summer in Washington 
	Research Expense 
	7/24/2003 $380
	Project Title With Blinded-Eyes -Weimar's Response to the Concentration Camp at Buchenwald 
	Research Expense 
	9/25/2003 $600
	ProjectTitle High Voltage Control of the Modular Neutron Arrary 
	Travel Grant 
	4/11/2003 $3,000
	ProjectTitle The effects offungal pathogens on flower size and seed size in Hydrophyllum 
	appendiculatum Summer Fellowship 
	SMART Awards 2002 2004
	m 
	Student: 1/15/2004 $8,000
	Project Title 
	Michelle Marshall 
	NCUR 2004 
	Mentor: Ann Grens Biology -SSCI 
	Student: 11/13/2003 $583 Russel Mehler Project Title Mentor: ACM International Collegiate 
	Dana Vrajitoru Programming Contest 
	____________Computer & information Science -COIS____________________ ____ 
	Student: 2/28/2004 $525 Russel Mehler Project Title Mentor: 2004 THETA TAU Rube Goldberg 
	Michael Scheessele Machine Contest 
	Computer and Information Sciences -COIS Travel Grant 
	Student: 
	ProjectTitle 3/11/2004 $500 Model EU 
	Midwest Model EU Simulation 2004 
	Mentor: Neovi Karakatsanis Travel Grant 
	___P_o_lit_ic_a_I_S_c_ie_n_c_es__ ____________________________ ____ 
	Student: 4/12/2004 $1,500
	Project Title
	Cynthia Muthusi 
	Synthesis of Perfluoroalkyl Lead 
	Mentor: 
	Compounds
	William Feighery Chemistry -CHEM 
	$1,310
	Project Title 2/24/2003 to September 11th: Anxiety, Patriotism, and Prejudice in the Aftermath ofTerror 
	SMART Awards 2002 -2004 Student: 4/11/2003 $500
	Project Title
	Hilda Namanja 
	The NIS Radical Iodination of 
	Mentor: 
	Hydrocarbons
	Doug McMillen 
	Research Expense 
	Student: 4/12/2004 $1,500
	Project Title
	Hilda Namanja 
	Radical Iodination of Hydrocarbons 
	Mentor: 
	Doug McMillen Summer Fellowship 
	Chemistry-CHEM 

	Student: 2128/2003 $215 
	. Project Title
	Stephanie Ness 
	Stephanie Ness 
	Naval Academy Foreign Affairs 
	Mentor: 
	Conference
	Neovi Karakatsanis Travel Grant 
	Student: 6/3/2003 $500
	Project Title .

	Monica Niemi 
	Monica Niemi 
	Third International Master Class -Jlhlava
	Mentor: 
	2003
	Joan Metem Travel Grant 
	Student: 4/12/2002 $3,000Project Title ...
	Stuart Orr 
	A Comparison ofPlant Species DiverSity 
	Mentor: 
	Between Restored Tallgrass Prairies and 
	Deborah Marr 
	Native Prairie Remnants Summer Fellowship 
	,.. 
	Student: 4/30/2003 $645Project Title ...
	Stuart Orr 
	A Comparison. ofPlant Species DiverSity 
	fIlA Mentor: 
	Between Restored Tallgrass Prairies and 
	Deborah Marr 
	Native Prairie Remnants Travel Grant 
	-. 
	,.,
	,.,
	-. 

	Figure
	SMART Awards 2002 2004 
	Student: 5/5/2003 $586
	ProjectTitle
	Diane Overmyer 
	Contemporary Sculptors: Changing lives
	Mentor: 
	Through Changing the Environment 
	Alan Larkin ___A_rt_s_-_F_IN_A__________________________________________ ___ 
	Student: 3/24/2003 $673
	ProjectTitle
	Thomas Perez 
	Vision Sciences Society 2003 Conference 
	Mentor: 
	Michael Scheessele Travel Grant 
	Computer and Information Sciences -eOls 
	\ 
	Student: 3/5/2002 $1,800
	ProjectTitle
	Chris Peters 
	Midwest Model EU 2002
	Mentor: Neovi Karakatsanis Research Expense 
	Political Sciences -POLS 
	Student: 4/11/2003 $3,000
	ProjectTitle
	Victoria Pysh 
	Cloning and Analysis ofAnopheles
	Mentor: 
	gambiae Archvillin

	Robert Pope 
	Robert Pope 
	Summer Fellowship 
	Biology -BSCI 
	Student: 41"12/2002 $3,000Jacob Ratkiewicz ProjectTitle Application ofSelf-Organizing Maps to 
	M t
	en or: T xt V· I·
	James Wolfer e ure Isua Ization and Analysis 
	Computer and Information Sciences -eGIS Summer Fellowship 
	Student: 41712003 $122 Jacob Ratkiewicz Project Title Application of Self-Organizing Maps to 
	M t
	en or: . . . 
	James Wolfer Texture Visualization and Analysis 
	Computer and Information Sciences -eOls Travel Grant 
	SMART Awards 2002 -2004 Student: 6/25/2004 $240
	Project Title
	Michael Renfrow 
	Effects ofWilt on Pollen Germination and 
	Mentor: 
	Seed Nutrients in Species of
	Deborah Marr 
	Hydrophyllum Research Expense 

	Biology -BSel 
	Biology -BSel 
	Student: 5/9/2003 $540
	Project Title

	Susan Russell 
	Susan Russell 
	National Sculpture Society Meeting 
	Mentor: Alan Larkin Travel Grant 
	Arts -FINA Student: 2/25/2004 $500
	Project Title
	Sharee Seal 
	Seventh Festival of Women Composers 
	Mentor: 
	International
	Joan Metelli Travel Grant 
	Arts -MUSC Student: 4/12/2004 $3,000
	Project Title . . . 
	Rebecca Seifert 
	Biochemical Evaluation of Condition In
	Mentor: 
	Migrant and Overwintering Sea Bass 
	Peter Bushnell 
	(Centropristis striata) Summcar Fellowship 
	Student: 4/12/2004 $1,500
	Project Title .
	Rachel Wesner 
	Mexican Perspectives on "The Other" In
	Mentor: 
	Relation to Cultural, National, Ethnic, and 
	Oscar Barrau 
	Gender Identities Summer Fellowship 
	,.. 
	Student: 4/1/2004 $314
	Project Title
	Kerri White 
	Naval Academy Foreign Affairs 
	"". Mentor: 
	Conference
	",.. Linda Chen 
	Travel Grant 
	Political Science -POLS 
	,. 
	". 
	fA 
	",. 
	SMART Awards 2002 2004
	a 
	Student: 3/12/2002 $300
	Project Title
	Carlin Yoder 
	NAFAC Conference 
	Mentor: 
	John Lewis Travel Grant 
	Political Science -POLS 
	Student: 4/1212002 $3,000
	ProjectTitle
	Alicia Zimmerle 
	A Local Ethnographic Excursion 
	Mentor: Rebecca T orstrick Summer Fellowship 
	Sociology -saCA 
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	Appendix C 
	I. Introduction 
	Since March 2000, the Task Force on General Education has been working to develop, for the first time, a common general education framework for alilUSB baccalaureate degrees. The principal impetus for this process was a request from President Brand for a review of general education curricula at all the IU campuses, but other factors, both external and internal, motivated the effort, as well. While significant progress has been made at IUSB in the assessment ofmajor areas ofstudy, assessment ofgeneral educat
	Internally, the implementation ofdirect admission to the academic units, and the corresponding expanded involvement offaculty in the academic advising ofstudents undecided about a major, have broadened awareness ofthe difficulty ofproviding good advice to students when their proper course ofstudy really depends on a decision not yet made. Under present circumstances, general education is hardly "general" at all. It is, in fact, strongly dependent on the major course ofstudy. 
	Initial discussions ofthe Task Force in the spring of2000 identified three broad areas into which the goals ofgeneral education might be divided: (1) skills, (2) knowledge/content, and (3) values. In the fall of2000 the Task Force organized a series ofthree "First Friday" discussions, focused on these three broad areas. Faculty with a strong interest in general education shared their ideas and opinions at these forums, and the resulting discussion helped to shape subsequent deliberations ofthe Task Force. 
	In the spring of2001, two members ofthe Task Force attended an AAC&U (Association ofAmerican Colleges and Universities) conference on general education, and ideas gleaned from this conference also shaped subsequent discussions and decisions ofthe Task Force. 
	At the end ofthe 2000-2001 academic year the Task Force distributed to the campus community for comment three model general education curricula, the Core Curriculum model, the Coherent Clusters model, and the Integrated Areas of Inquiry model. The distinctive component ofthe Core Curriculum model was the Common Core, a set offour interdisciplinary 
	At the end ofthe 2000-2001 academic year the Task Force distributed to the campus community for comment three model general education curricula, the Core Curriculum model, the Coherent Clusters model, and the Integrated Areas of Inquiry model. The distinctive component ofthe Core Curriculum model was the Common Core, a set offour interdisciplinary 
	courses providing theme-based introductions to four broad groupings ofacademic disciplines. The Coherent Cluster model was characterized by clusters ofcourses from different disciplines organized around a common theme. The Integrated Areas ofInquiry model most closely resembled the distributive model currently used by most academic units, but with content categories less strongly tied to departmental groupings. 

	During the Fall 2001 semester, representatives ofthe Task Force attended meetings of seventeen different academic units, to answer questions and listen to comments about these sample curricula. Predictably, there was no consensus on which ofthese curricular structures best fit the needs ofour academic community. There were, however, many frank and open discussions ofthe goals ofgeneral education within the University and the practicalities of meeting those goals within our particular university. One sentime
	Finally, during the Spring 2002 semester, the Task Force took the input it received as a result ofthese meetings with academic units and worked to develop the proposed curriculum presented in this report. It contains the central feature ofthe Core Curriculum model-the Common Core offour content courses -but with a significant reduction in the number of required courses ofother types. At 33 credit hours, the proposed common curriculum allows room for additional requirements deemed important by individual aca
	II. The Purpose and Goals ofGeneral Education at luse 
	While opinions about the best curricular structure for general education vary widely, there is substantial agreement on the overall purpose ofthis component ofhigher education. It is to produce broadly educated graduates, with the ability to analyze issues from varied perspectives and to communicate positions clearly and effectively. The manner in which this broad purpose is articulated, and the specific goals that are seen to be implied by it, help to determine the form ofthe general education curriculum a
	We recommend the following as a Statement of Purpose for general education at IUSB. 
	Statement ofPurpose for General Education atIUSB 
	The purpose ofgeneral education at IUSB is to prepare students to be successful in their chosen professions and become valued citizens and leaders within their communities, individually enriched by their studies and stimulated by the spirit ofdiscovery. We will create a learning environment that serves the academic, civic, cultural, and career needs of an educated citizen within the global community. Such aprogram supports the strategic priorities ofour campus to enhance the student-centered focus and to de
	The general education curriculum at IUSB complements the depth and focus ofour major programs and ensures that graduates will have the breadth ofexperience that enables them to think critically, communicate clearly, act professionally and ethically, and appreciate wisdom and beauty. The general education curriculum provides students with knowledge ofthe basic tenets ofa variety ofacademic disciplines and the skills to function effectively in positions ofresponsibility and leadership. It instills in students
	The implications ofthis Statement ofPurpose are illustrated by the following list of specific, assessable goals ofthe general education curriculum. 
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	Goals ofGeneral Education atIUSB 
	Goals ofGeneral Education atIUSB 
	As outcomes of the general education curriculum, students should ... -be able to write clearly and correctly, and to understand, construct, and analyze persuasive written arguments -be capable ofunderstanding, constructing, and analyzing quantitative arguments -be capable ofunderstanding, constructing, and analyzing arguments 
	presented in verbal and visual form -be able to retrieve, evaluate, and use information effectively -understand the power and purpose ofa scientific view ofthe natural 
	world -be familiar with the philosophical, literary, and political traditions of Western culture -understand factors that shape the behavior ofhuman beings, as 
	individuals and asgroups -appreciate artistic achievement and develop aesthetic sensibilities -. appreciate the importance ofethical behavior and understand the 
	ethical issues associated with a variety ofacademic disciplines . -understand and appreciate the variety ofcultures and experiences that 
	have contributed to American society 
	-gain familiarity with non-Western cultures 
	-value personal growth and learning 
	Figure
	III. General Characteristics ofthe Proposed Curriculum 
	Our examination ofcurrent trends in general education and our analysis ofthe feedback to our model general education curricula led us to aim for a general education structure that gives special consideration to two characteristics -coherence and flexibility. Before describing in detail the specific components ofthe curricular structure we propose, we wish to explain how these characteristics are embodied in it. 
	Coherence is fostered in the proposed curriculum in a number ofways. For example, placing the disciplinary content into a Common Core, and requiring some elements of 
	Coherence is fostered in the proposed curriculum in a number ofways. For example, placing the disciplinary content into a Common Core, and requiring some elements of 
	interdisciplinarity in these courses, encourages students to think ofthe four categories of disciplinary content as inherently related. Also, the courses in the Common Core will include some instruction in the Fundamental Uteracies, which will serve to make explicit the fact that these skills are, in fact, fundamental to academic pursuits. 

	Figure
	In a similar fashion, courses dealing with social issues currently facing our students, as detailed in the Contemporary Social Issues component ofthe curriculum, encourage the application ofstudents' academic work to their lives beyond the university. This, too, makes the point that university study is applicable in other segments of the student's life. 
	To further promote the integration and coherence ofthe general education curriculum, mechanisms should be provided to enable and encourage communication among all faculty members teaching courses in the general education curriculum, both before and during the semester. 
	The integrating experience ofa common general education curriculum can be an extremely effective tool for promoting students' persistence toward a degree. At the same time, there are legitimate differences among academic units in the priorities attached to the various goals ofgeneral education. It is essential in a modern university to allow the flexibility for individual units to adapt and expand a common general education curriculum to meet their own programmatic goals. 
	Flexibility is provided in the curriculum proposed here primarily by limiting the range of goals addressed by it. This is a minimal core ofgeneral education, and it is assumed that individual units will use it as a foundation for a more extensive general education curriculum. 
	Another feature ofthe proposed curriculum that enhances its flexibility is the attachment ofa departmental designation to each course in the curriculum -even those in the Common Core. This feature will greatly simplify both the transition from current general education requirements and the transferability ofcourses in the Common Core to other institutions. 
	IV. Components ofthe Proposed Curriculum 
	The general education curriculum we recommend consists offour components: Fundamental Uteracies; The Common Core; Contemporary Social Issues; and Extended Learning. 
	IV.A. Fundamental Literacies 
	The development ofcertain skills is necessary for success in academic pursuits and also for success and fulfillment in life beyond the university. We propose the following as a minimal set ofsuch skills, and encourage academic units to consider adding additional ones, appropriate to their degree programs. 
	The Fundamental Literacies 
	Writing 
	Oral Communication 
	Critical Thinking 
	Visual Literacy 
	Quantitative Reasoning 
	Information Literacy 
	Computer Literacy 
	Some students will begin their university studies competent in one or more ofthese areas, as a result ofprior study or experience. Allowances should be made for the demonstration ofsuch competence through placement exams or other means. 
	Writing -The ability to write clearly and correctly is arguably the most important academic skill an individual can acquire. University instruction in composition should encompass more than this, though. It should include development ofthe ability to analyze written texts from a variety of disciplines and to construct clear and convincing written arguments. We propose as part ofthe general education curriculum the demonstration of competence in written communication, by successful completion ofa course that
	includes practice in the detailed interpretation ofcomplex academic texts from several disciplines requires skill in the formulation and defense ofan original interpretive thesis includes extensive practice in the techniques ofargumentative writing requires extensive experience with manuscript revision includes practice in the fundamental skills of research writing 
	-' 
	Oral Communication -Written texts offer a permanence and opportunity for analysis that make them especially valuable. However, most communication takes place orally; and it is important to develop skill both in formal oral presentations and in the ability to recognize conventions oforal communication and the ways in which oral communication can be enhanced an expanded by non-verbal means. We propose as part ofthe general education curriculum the demonstration ofcompetence in oral communication, either by di
	provides training in thought processes necessary to organize speech content 
	requires students to analyze components ofeffective delivery and language 
	imparts understanding ofways in which oral communication is amplified or inhibited by 
	non-verbal forms of communication 
	requires students to demonstrate ability to communicate information and ideas 
	effectively to groups or in one-on-one conversation 
	Critical Thinking -The ability to analyze an argument and recognize its strengths and weaknesses is a hallmark ofan educated person. This ability develops fully through repeated practice in a wide variety ofcourses throughout a student's academic career. It is more fully and effectively developed, however, when students receive explicit instruction in critical thinking early in their college experience. We propose as part ofthe general education curriculum the demonstration ofa basic competence in critical 
	-provides instruction in identifying and differentiating questions, problems, and arguments 
	teaches students how to evaluate the appropriateness ofvarious methods of reasoning 
	and verification 
	teaches students how to identify and assess stated and unstated assumptions, and 
	critically compare different points ofview 
	introduces techniques for evaluating the quality ofevidence and reasoning 
	requires students to formulate questions and problems, construct and develop cogent 
	arguments, and articulate reasoned judgments 
	Visual Literacy -Increasingly, communication in the modem age depends less on speech and the written word and more on visual media. Images can be extremely effective tools for conveying information and mood, and it is important for today's college graduate to appreciate the power -for good and ill -ofvisual media. We propose as part ofthe general education curriculum the demonstration of a basic understanding ofthe techniques, history, and interpretation ofthe conventions ofvisual culture, by successful com
	-provides a foundation for a historical understanding ofvisual conventions, including both western and non-western cultures 
	introduces the grammar and expressive potential ofvisual forms 
	applies rigorous methodologies developed by social sciences, sciences, and humanities for the study of perception and interpretation ofthe visual world. 
	requires students to be makers as well as interpreters, i.e. through the fabrication of visual essays and statements using new or traditional media. 
	prepares the student to view and understand information presented in modes used in a variety ofdisciplines and areas. 
	Quantitative Reasoning -Mathematics has long been a standard component ofthe university curriculum. Aside from the obvious practical utility ofsome mathematical topics, the study ofmathematics can develop skill in the application of logic and, in some cases, critical thinking skills. We recommend as part ofthe general education curriculum a demonstration of competence in mathematical reasoning, either by performance on the mathematics Placement Exam that places a student at level IV or higher or by successf
	includes instruction in mathematical concepts requires the application ofmathematical concepts to practical problems requires students to develop and present quantitative arguments 
	We note that it may be possible for some courses to satisfy both these criteria and the criteria for the course in Critical Thinking. 
	Information Literacy -Thanks to the explosive growth ofelectronic means of communication and data storage, an individual's access to information is now practically unlimited. It is imperative that today's university graduate develop skills in finding and evaluating information, both in print and in electronic form. We recommend as part ofthe general education curriculum a demonstration of competence in modern information gathering and evaluation, by successful completion ofa course that meets the following 
	-provides the student with an understanding ofthe organization ofknowledge and information, including terminology and types of resources available 
	-teaches students how to construct a research question and form a research strategy, including the selection ofappropriate research tools 
	provides the student with the theory, skills and technique required to be an effective online database searcher 
	applies knowledge gained about types of resources, search strategy and the organization ofinformation to the critical evaluation and use ofmaterials 
	applies knowledge gained about types of resources, search strategy and the organization ofinformation to the critical evaluation and use ofmaterials 
	introduces students to issues regarding the ethical and legal use ofinformation 

	encourages students to develop research skills and habits that will contribute to their 
	success as students and future professionals 
	Computer Literacy -In the 21century preparation for life beyond the university surely includes learning how to use computers for a variety oftasks. Some students begin their studies at IUSB with extensive experience in the use ofcomputers, while others lack these skills altogether. Opportunities exist, e.g., through "start-up" classes offered by the Office of Information Technologies, as well as through classes offered for credit, for students to acquire these skills. We recommend as part ofthe general educ
	st 

	knowledge ofthe basic terminology ofcomputer hardware and software 
	ability to perform essential file manipulation functions using one or more modem 
	computer operating systems 
	-ability to utilized basic features ofcommon packaged software programs, including word processors, spreadsheets, databases, web browsers, and presentation software. 
	IV.B. The Common Core 
	A well-educated person possesses not only the Iiteracies described in the previous section, but also knowledge ofliterary and intellectual traditions, scientific descriptions ofthe world, human behavior and institutions, and artistic conventions. In most degree programs at IUSB this portion ofthe general education curriculum is provided by a distribution ofdiscipline-specific courses. This approach has merit, and we anticipate that academic units will require a variety ofdiscipline-specific courses beyond w
	In order to bring more coherence to this portion ofthe curriculum, we recommend that these distributive curricula be constructed around a Common Core offour courses, which introduce students to many of the essential intellectual themes offour broad (and not mutually exclusive) groupings ofdisciplines. The working titles we suggest for these four courses are: 
	The Natural World; Human Behavior and Social Institutions; Literary and Intel/ectual Traditions; and Art, Aesthetics, and Creativity. 
	We believe the themes common to each ofthese disciplinary groupings are most effectively taught in the context oftheir application to a particular topic within one ofthe disciplines, and we therefore propose that multiple versions ofeach ofthese courses be developed, each with its own departmental designation. For example, a Natural World course focusing on energy resources and the environment would be taught with a PHYS designation, while a Natural World course on the chemistry of food and nutrition would 
	The course should include a significant level ofinstruction in one ofthe fundamental literacies identified above. This will serve to emphasize the fact that the acquisition and continual development ofthese skills are essential to academic pursuits, and not obstacles to be overcome and then left behind. 
	The course content should be at least modestly interdisciplinary, extending at least to other disciplines within the same broad grouping. For example, a Natural World course on energy and the environment might include instruction on the chemistry offossil fuels, or the physiological effects ofpollutants generated by the burning ofthese fuels. It might also include a treatment ofthe politics ofattempts to limit the harmful effects ofenergy use. 
	The course should include a treatment of one or more ethical issues that arise in connection with the course topic. This treatment should include not just identification of the ethical issue, but instruction in what constitutes ethical and unethical responses to the issue. 
	Each version ofthe course should include in its content certain essential themes that serve to define the nature ofinquiry in its broad family ofdisciplines. For example, each version of The Natural World might be required to include an introduction to the role of experimentation and testing ofhypotheses in the advancement ofscientific understanding. Or, it may be required to include an historical treatment ofhow current understanding evolved from earlier scientific and pre-scientific thought. The identific
	Most versions ofthe Common Core courses should be appropriate for students just beginning their university studies, i.e. they should carry no prerequisites other than completion ofany necessary developmental courses in writing and mathematics and should be designed as 100-Ievel courses. However, an interdisciplinary approach can be especially fruitful when students already have substantial background knowledge and understanding in one ofthe disciplines used to study a topic. We therefore also recommend the 
	Most versions ofthe Common Core courses should be appropriate for students just beginning their university studies, i.e. they should carry no prerequisites other than completion ofany necessary developmental courses in writing and mathematics and should be designed as 100-Ievel courses. However, an interdisciplinary approach can be especially fruitful when students already have substantial background knowledge and understanding in one ofthe disciplines used to study a topic. We therefore also recommend the 
	and should in fact include as prerequisites the satisfaction ofat least some ofthe Fundamental Literacies requirements. 

	We feel that any decision concerning the distribution ofcore courses between 1 DO-level and 300-level versions is a matter best left to the implementation phase ofthis process, but we would favor a requirement that at least one ofthe four courses in the Common Core be taken in a 300-level version. 
	The Natural World -The physical world around us and the laws that govern it have been the subject ofintellectual inquiry for centuries. The emergence ofa scientific approach to this inquiry, marked by experiment and testable hypotheses, has radically changed the relationship between humans and their physical environment. This core course will introduce students to the methods and logic ofscience and help students understand the importance of science to the development ofcivilization and to the contemporary 
	Human Behavior and Social Institutions -In order to understand themselves and their relationships with others in society, our students need to develop insight into human nature and the nature ofsocial institutions, and ofthe major events and social processes that have shaped the world ofthe twenty-first century. This course will serve to introduce students to the distinctive perspectives ofthe social sciences in building an understanding ofourworld. They will also focus on the individual in relation to and 
	Literary and Intellectual Traditions -The humanities represent great traditions of inquiry into the human condition. The topics dealt with in literature, philosophy, history, and related disciplines often overlap, while the aesthetic approaches differ. This characteristic ofthe humanities makes them especially amenable to interdisciplinary study. The various versions of this course will typically take advantage ofthis overlap in content, by focusing on a topic that can be addressed from more than one ofthes
	Art, Aesthetics, and Creativity-This course will explore the human need to experience and comprehend the creative process. It should encourage students to experience culture and cultural artifacts as makers, performers, and audiences. Students will gain familiarity with both the discipline and craft by which artists and performers achieve their characteristic effects, as well as the satisfactions inherent in that process. Versions ofthis course should explore the role of art, music, theatre or other such pe
	IV.C. Contemporary Social Issues 
	Every component of the undergraduate curriculum serves, in some way, to prepare students for life beyond the university. An essential part ofthat preparation is study in depth of some ofthe pressing social issues that our graduates, as leaders and as involved citizens in their communities, will need to confront, as well as reflection on factors that will help them to construct for themselves rewarding and productive personal lives. The particular issues that deserve such special attention will change over t
	Diversity in American Society -The United States is a society of immigrants; and the diversity in ethnic, religious, and national influences that we enjoy as a result is one ofour nation's greatest strengths and sources of pride. Nevertheless, it is surprisingly easy in the U.S. to live in virtual isolation from this rich diversity ofcultures, and even to be ignorant ofthe ways in which race, class, gender, and sexual orientation shape an individual's view ofAmerican society. It is essential, at the beginni
	st 

	develops an understanding ofhow factors such as race/ethnicity, class, gender, religion, 
	and sexual orientation shape individual lives, how they are embedded in and have 
	shaped our social institutions, and how they produce markedly different outcomes and 
	opportunities for individuals and groups 
	\ 
	-

	Appendix C 
	develops an awareness ofstudents' own biases regarding diversity, the origins ofthose biases, and their implications for social, economic, and political interactions 
	leads students to an awareness oftheir own position within a privilege/oppression continuum, and enables them to explore the implications ofthat position for their lives and for their responsibilities as citizens ofa multicultural democracy 
	imparts an awareness of how U.S. culture has been, and continues to be, influenced by diverse Asian, African, Middle Eastern and Central-and South-American cultures, both historical and contemporary 
	develops an appreciation ofthe culturally constructed nature ofdistinctions based on race/ethnicity, class, gender, religion, and sexual orientation, and ofhow they have varied historically 
	Non-Western Cultures -In an international context, the 21century can be expected to bring substantial changes in the global distribution ofpopulation, wealth, and political influence. The era of European dominance is past; and despite its current status as the world's sole superpower, the United States will see the influence ofother countries and continents gain in the coming decades. In order to be prepared for this future, an educated American citizen should be familiar with the culture and politics ofthe
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	acquaints students with the culture, society, and values ofa non-Western people, or explores knowledge traditions grounded in non-Western cultural paradigms 
	provides a framework for understanding and appreciating ideas and values ofcultures different from those that we commonly identify as "Western" 
	may focus on a particular dimension ofa culture or culture-area (e.g., social institutions, artistic productions, religious beliefs, historical experiences) as an organizing principle, but that dimension must be placed in reference to others that also significantly shape the culture. 
	when comparative and cross-cultural in nature, must include in-depth study ofat least two non-Western cultures or culture-areas 
	may include an examination ofthe concept and practices ofcolonialism and its impact on contemporary cultures, including post-colonial and global economic dynamics 
	Health and Wei/ness -The goal of university education is to prepare students for life beyond the university. While this preparation rightly focuses primarily on students' intellectual growth and development, it must not neglect their physical and emotional well-being. The importance ofphysical and mental well ness to success in life, as well as instruction in activities that promote and maintain this wellness, are important components ofgeneral education. We 
	Health and Wei/ness -The goal of university education is to prepare students for life beyond the university. While this preparation rightly focuses primarily on students' intellectual growth and development, it must not neglect their physical and emotional well-being. The importance ofphysical and mental well ness to success in life, as well as instruction in activities that promote and maintain this wellness, are important components ofgeneral education. We 
	recommend as part ofthe general education curriculum the successful completion oftwo credit hours of instruction in courses that contribute to students' understanding ofthe importance of physical and mental health, and that offer students the opportunity to acquire skills that will help them to achieve and maintain such health. Obvious examples are courses that involve students in athletic pursuits or instruct them on issues related to nutrition; but other examples could also be found. In order to apply to 

	leads students to a demonstration ofskills and knowledge ofphysical fitness concepts through the performance ofactivities that will enhance lifelong commitment to personal fitness and wellness 
	imparts an understanding of holistic health concepts in a manner that invokes personal responsibility for health and wellness 
	encourages and directs students to lifestyle changes geared toward the maintenance of healthy living and the prevention ofdisease and illness 
	IV.D. Extended Learning 
	Classroom instruction is the appropriate format for most ofgeneral education. However, the university environment offers a multitude ofother opportunities for intellectual and cultural growth -colloquia, film series, theatrical and musical productions -which with proper thought and planning could be used to further enhance the coherence and effectiveness ofthe general education curriculum. Toward this end, we recommend the identification ofa theme-examples might be: The Environment; Revolutions; Science and
	V. Implementation Issues 
	We offer in this report our recommendations on the essential elements ofa campus-wide general education curriculum for IUSB. There are many details that would still need to be decided before these recommendations could be implemented. We believe that these details are more naturally part ofan implementation process, to be undertaken if and when our broader 
	We offer in this report our recommendations on the essential elements ofa campus-wide general education curriculum for IUSB. There are many details that would still need to be decided before these recommendations could be implemented. We believe that these details are more naturally part ofan implementation process, to be undertaken if and when our broader 
	recommendations are adopted. In this section we offer some observations and recommendations relating to the implementation process. 

	V.A. Implementation Task Force 
	We feel that the implementation process should be carried out under the direction ofa separate committee, although some overlap in membership between the implementation committee and our task force would be desirable. In order to be sustainable, the new general education curriculum must involve the active participation ofmany faculty members. Placing responsibility for implementation in the hands ofthe same faculty members who developed the broader form ofthe curriculum would be detrimental to its prospects
	Identification ofessential content ofCommon Core courses -One ofthe first tasks to be addressed in the implementation process should be the identification ofthe essential content for the initial offerings ofthe four courses in the Common Core. The Implementation Task Force should empanel for this purpose ad hoc committees offaculty members from those disciplines most closely identified with a particular Common Core course. 
	The Implementation Task Force should also develop a process for reassessing the required content for these courses into the future. We feel strongly, for example, that those faculty members teaching the various offerings of one ofthe Common Core courses during a given semester should meet regularly to compare notes and formulate recommendations for the General Education Committee. 
	Selection offirst Extended Learning themes -It will be necessary to identify an Extended Learning theme at least a year in advance ofthe beginning ofits effective academic year. If the General Education Committee is not convened until the new curriculum goes into effect, it will be necessary for the Implementation Task Force to make this selection for the first year, and perhaps for the first two years. 
	Development ofan assessment plan for general education -The identification of specific goals for general education at IUSB presents an opportunity to finally make real progress in the assessment ofthis portion ofour curriculum. One more important responsibility ofthe Implementation Task Force will be to develop a plan for assessing the effectiveness of the new curriculum at achieving those goals. 
	Handling oftransfer students -Many of IUSB's students carry credits transferred from other institutions, and it will be necessary to establish clear policies for the application oftransfer 
	Handling oftransfer students -Many of IUSB's students carry credits transferred from other institutions, and it will be necessary to establish clear policies for the application oftransfer 
	credits toward the requirements ofthis general education curriculum. We see this as part ofthe implementation process, but we offer the following observations. For students who transfer in with relatively few credits, e.g. fewer than 30, we see no need to modify the requirements spelled out in these recommendations. For students with substantial transfer credits, e.g. more than 60, we recognize that it may be appropriate to waive some components ofthe general education requirements recommended here. It woul

	V.B. DirectorofGeneral Education 
	We recommend the creation ofthe position ofDirector ofGeneral Education, to be filled by a faculty member who would receive substantial reassignment from other duties. The coordination ofthis general education curriculum, specifically the creation ofofferings in the Common Core, approval ofcourses as satisfying requirements in the Fundamental Literacies or in Contemporary Social Issues, coordination ofthe Extended Learning component, and monitoring ofthe assessment plan, will require substantial time and ef
	We further recommend that the first Director be identified as soon as possible, that he or she be appointed as chair ofan implementation task force, and that the reassignment from other duties be effective also during the implementation process. 
	V.C. General Education Committee 
	Even after the implementation phase, decisions will need to be made on approvals for specific courses to be identified as satisfying various requirements ofthe curriculum. We are reluctant to add this to the responsibilities ofthe Academic Senate Curriculum Committee, and we also recognize the utility ofincluding members ofthe professional staff on such a committee. We therefore recommend, upon implementation ofthis curriculum, the creation ofa General Education Committee as an advisory committee to the Aca
	V.D. Target for Implementation 
	We recommend a target ofFall 2005 for the new curriculum to take effect. 
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	2. 
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	Appendix 0 
	IV South Bend Campus Diversity Efforts 2003-2004 
	Recruitment: Recruitment1Outreach 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Various 21st Century Scholars summer tours 

	• 
	• 
	Educational Talent Search 121st Century Scholar Night -Elkhart 
	-



	11104/2004 
	• Educational Talent Search 121st Century Scholar Night -SouthBend
	-

	11130/2004 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Goshen High School Hispanic Student Campus Visit 1Tour
	-


	• 
	• 
	College Information Night -South Bend -03/30/2004 (Presented in English and Spanish) 

	• 
	• 
	College Information Night -Elkhart -04/27/2004 (Presented in English and Spanish) 

	• 
	• 
	College1Career Fair -Family Training and Worship Center, Elkhart
	-



	01/29/2004 
	05/08/04 
	Scholarships 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Civil Rights Heritage Center ("CRH") -14 awards for $500 each for students to take a leadership role in research and projects for the CRH; 10 awards for $250 each to students participating inthe Freedom Summer program and tour ofsignificant Civil Rights locations in the South. (New initiative in 2003.) 

	• 
	• 
	Clark Corporation Minority Student scholarship 

	• 
	• 
	The IV South Bend Opportunity Scholarship (Frank Schurz) (New in 2003.) 

	• 
	• 
	The IV South Bend Book awards to incoming under-represented freshmen with minimum 2.8 GP A and counselor recommendation, $300 per semester (new initiative in 2004) through the Office of Admissions. 

	• 
	• 
	The use ofalternative needs analysis form for internal scholarships, intended to enhance recruitment efforts in the Hispanic community. 


	Making the Academic Connection Program: IV South Bend created the Making Academic Connection Program to improve the academic success ofAfrican American and Hispanic students. Since the academic attitudes and skills which promote success at the university are part of a much broader context, this new program is built around an intensive, pre-college summer academic "leadership" experience. A total of 33 students participated in the Leadership Academy, 20 high school students, and 13 university students. 
	The program enjoyed great success in the numbers ofminority freshman students who completed the summer Leadership Academy for 2003. Ten 
	university students registered and completed the Academy. Nine ofthose same students registered for the subsequent fall semester at IU South Bend. The retention rate for those students was 90%. 
	A very special tie exists between this program and the Civil Rights Heritage Center at IV South Bend. The values of the Civil Rights Movement -personal responsibility, sustained commitment, community justice, and the power ofordinary citizens -provide a wonderful historical context for developing academic skills and promoting citizen leaders. This innovative program is comprised ofthe following facets: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The Leadership Academy is a seven week summer program for twenty high school students and twenty entering freshmen. The goals of the Academy are to improve effective use of standard English language and to understand leadership principles of the Civil Rights Movement. The cost ofthe Academy is supported by the University. 

	• 
	• 
	Academic Cohorts is a mentor program initiated at the beginning of the fall 2002 semester. It is designed to assist minority and other under-represented students in their academic lives at IU South Bend. The objective ofthe program is to "create cohort groups for academic excellence." Regular contact with these students is provided through three-tiered mentoring that includes upper-level minority student mentors, minority faculty and staff mentors, and minority alumni and community leader mentors. 

	• 
	• 
	Step One is a student-initiated program to provide a positive environment and University support for the continued growth ofskills and values taught during the summer Leadership Academy for high school students. For the 2003-2004 academic year approximately 35 high school students participated in the Step One Program. 


	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	The Minority Student Graduation Awards Luncheon: On May 10, 2003, IU South Bend held its initial luncheon to honor Latino and African-American graduates. There were 75 undergraduate and graduate students, along with their parents, honored. All graduates received authentic hand woven kente stoles personalized with their graduation year. This year 73 undergraduate and graduate students will be recognized. 

	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	The Civil Rights Heritage Center: The Civil Rights Heritage Center seeks to reawaken the values and personal commitments of the Civil Rights Movement in 21st century communities. Some of the programs sponsored through the Center are: 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Diversity Reading Program: IU South Bend students volunteer to visit and read to school children, daycare centers, and community organizations. The books selected reflect the many cultures in our community and provide additional support for lesson plans. Students read to about 200 young children each semester. 

	• 
	• 
	Freedom Summer is an academic course led by Dr. Les Lamon, Professor ofHistory and Director ofthe Civil Rights Heritage Center. The students leave the classroom to tour the South and talk with ordinary individuals who were integral to the civil rights movement. The students revisit the locations ofhistoric marches, churches, and other sites. Veterans of the movement share their feelings and experiences with students. It is a living history experience which opens doors and minds. 

	• 
	• 
	21st Century Scholars Citizenship & Education Program: The Center, in partnership with the 21st Century Scholars Program, has recently teamed up to launch "Continuing the Legacy: The Power of Education." The program stresses the importance ofeducation in the civil rights movement and personal educational goals. 



	6. 
	6. 
	Promoting Access and Success: A publication targeted for minority and under-represented students has been created to articulate our commitment to equity and academic excellence. 

	7. 
	7. 
	Persistence Goals: According to the most recently calculated persistence rates, the African-American persistence rate increased from 52.1% for 2001 to 63.4% for 2002. This reflects an increase of 11.3%. Hispanic students were retained at 72.7% for 2001 and 80.0% in 2002, an increase of7.3 %. These gains continue to demonstrate and support the fact that ill South Bend's initiatives are enhancing minority student success. It should be noted that due to the relatively low enrollment ofHispanic students it is d

	8. 
	8. 
	Lumina Foundation for Education -President's Fund for Student Success: ill South Bend was awarded a two year grant through the Lumina Foundation for Education to attract and retain African-American and Spanish speaking students. We are currently in the process of searching for a person to serve as Hispanic enhancement coordinator and recruiter. A key requirement ofthis position is fluency in Spanish. 

	9. 
	9. 
	OfficeofCampus Diversity Events, 2003-2004: 


	• 2003 Hispanic Heritage Month 
	.-• Artist's Reception with featured artist: Maria Winston r* 
	"'"

	• Unsung Latina Heroine Awards Dinner • Candlelight Vigil against Hate Crimes 
	-

	(III!It. • Town Hall Meeting I, "Race and the Workplace" -
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Town Hall Meeting II "Race and Education" 

	• 
	• 
	Conversations onRace VII 


	,." 
	r-
	-
	-


	'. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	World AIDS Day 

	• 
	• 
	MLK Gospel Fest 

	• 
	• 
	Midwest Black Man's ThinkTank 

	• 
	• 
	Educating Immigrant Children Conference 

	• 
	• 
	What's Happening Sister? Immigrant/International Women's Conference 

	• 
	• 
	Table Talk, Gay Marriage: Election Year Debate 2004 

	• 
	• 
	Town Hall Meeting III, "Race and the Brain Drain" 

	• 
	• 
	A Celebration ofAsia 

	• 
	• 
	Second Minority Graduation Luncheon: Black and Latino graduates are recognized and awarded a colorful ethnic stole with the corresponding BlacklLatino Student Union emblem embroidered in gold as well as IU South Bend 2004. 


	10. Disabled Student Services: Disabled Student Services ("DSS"), currently has two full time staff: Donna Lamborn works with Learning Disabled! ADHD and Mark Dosch works with physically disabled ("Specialist"). There are a number ofstudents who work with Disabled Student Services as tutors, readers, scribes and record textbooks on audio tapes. The number ofstudents receiving disability-related counseling and accommodations through this office has doubled in the last two years. Two hundred fifty students ar
	Students receive academic or physical accommodations which are determined from an interview with the student and from current documentation provided by certified specialists. The accommodations are unique to the specific courses each semester. Students and the Specialist review the efficacy of the accommodations throughout the semester as needed. 
	The effectiveness of the program is evaluated from feedback through yearly surveys ofstudents as well as persistence and graduation rate ofthe students who choose to continue to receive services. Students are taught strategies that encourage, in many cases, independence of accommodations arranged by this office, or a decrease in personal contact with the Specialist as they experience academic success. 
	The position of Learning Disabilities ("LD") Specialist was created as a result of a proposal funded by interest from the Lilly Grant to increase student retention. The goal is to increase student success and retention by providing reasonable and appropriate academic accommodations and support for those who are documented as learning disabled. The LD Specialist provides Learning Disabled Freshmen with a support plan 
	The position of Learning Disabilities ("LD") Specialist was created as a result of a proposal funded by interest from the Lilly Grant to increase student retention. The goal is to increase student success and retention by providing reasonable and appropriate academic accommodations and support for those who are documented as learning disabled. The LD Specialist provides Learning Disabled Freshmen with a support plan 
	which includes regularly scheduled contacts to facilitate transition and adjustment. 

	Responsibilities of Disabled Student Services staff also include an all-campus component of providing screening assessments of students with suspected learning disabilities and making appropriate referrals to campus and community resources. DSS also provides frequent consultations and workshops with faculty and staff regarding student needs and alternative teaching and testing methods to insure compliance with federal disability laws. Staff also promote IU South Bend to local high schools and community grou
	Disabled Student Services also celebrates March as Disability Awareness Month. This year there were four free activities on campus. They included a panel discussion sponsored by the IU South Bend Student Chapter ofThe Council for Exceptional Children, an art show from local schools sponsored by The Students Together Able and Respected (ST AAR), South Bend Community School Corporation's 8th Annual Transition Fair, and an evening ofentertaimnent by the "Jesters" from the University of St. Francis. Finally, th
	11. International Student Services: IV South Bend campus diversity is also enhanced through our commitment to international student recruitment and programming opportunities including a minor in international studies, faculty exchanges, overseas study, wand cultural activities involving the campus and community. IV South Bend currently enrolls 204 international students representing 62 different countries. International student recruitment activities were renewed during the 2003-04 academic year. On a regio
	Another new international student recruiting effort undertaken this year is participation in an on-line virtual fair and development of an on-line profile. The on-line profile will be promoted in the regions of Latin American and Asia. The profile goes live in May, 2004. 








